Goldie drew this Picture - I don't know what Ted drew one also - I wonder who fooled who -

The Picture shows a stately Ship - at any rate -
But that is not "Selected Messages" 1:page 128.

That Ship at Midnight - strikes a Rock -
That part is surely Right - but what is not -
[Now see this Right!] Are Lifeboats lowered on the Double?

I say they are NOT! To save them from their Trouble?
And so say you - If you go by SM = Book TWO!
SM 2:128.

"...the Passengers were AWAKENED only to see with
HORROR = their HOPELESS condition, and WITH-THIS-
SHIP they sank = to rise no more!" SM 2:128.

No Souls are Rescued = I know that's Right =
No Saints will Sail = not that Night.
They leave them be = they Obey the Call =
"Go ye OUT to meet Him!" = and that is ALL!
Dear Brother:

Your Teaching of 1974 vs your 1975 Tapes. The Subject is = as it always has been = the "RIGHTEOUSNESS" of Christ or "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS." There could be no more important Study. You say I am mixed up. I return the Compliment. Perhaps I said it first and you returned the Compliment. Either way - it does not matter.

What matters is = that we do not lead others Astray. That we get this thing Right. That if we are taking the MAJORITY side - we HAVE to be WRONG. For the MAJORITY has NEVER been Right in all History - and will certainly NOT be Right now.

"Soon God's people will be TESTED by fiery trials, and the GREAT PROPORTION of those who now APPEAR to be genuine and true will prove to be BASE METAL...they will COWARDLY take the side of the opposers...

"To stand in fense of Truth + Righteousness when the MAJORITY forsake us, to fight the battles when CHAMPIONS are FEW = this will be our TEST." 5T:136.

As the Power of Speech is not "GIVEN" to anyone = but must be learned Letter by Letter and Syllable by Syllable just so the "Building" of a CHARACTER is still the "WORK" of a "LIFETIME." (As is "SANCTIFICATION" which is the same thing.) As the little Child trips + lisps over Phrases + Words = just so we must learn to develop new Likes + Dislikes = new Habits + Values. Until the New Born Babe stands fully clad in an Armor of the Soldier of the Lord ready for the Battle in the Day of the Lord. In the Sealing Time. When we will be Shot at with many a Dart from all Sides. We will not stand immobile, disinterested, careless. non-committal, indifferent, neutral nor unconcerned.

"I was shown the people of God...mightily SHAKEN...Some seemed INDIFFERENT + CARELESS... (couldn't=care-less!) CARELESS. They were not RESISTING the DARKNESS around them, and it shut them in like a thick cloud. The Angels LEFT these...the Angels LEFT those who made=no=EFFORT to HELP themselves...and they were LEFT behind in DARKNESS... LEAVING these with their sinful traits UNSUBLUED, to the CONTROL of Evil Angels. Those who come up to every Point and stand every TEST, and OVERCOME...will receive the LATTER RAIN." 1T:179-182,187. THE PUBLISHER.
S.S. LAODICEA - in the MIDNIGHT HOUR = !!!

"I lately dreamed of a noble Ship that was plowing its way across the Sea, when at Midnight, with a terrific Crash! - it struck upon a Rock; the Passengers were awakened only to see with Horror their Hopeless condition - and-with-the-Ship they sank = to rise no more. The man at the Helm had mistaken the Beacon Light, and Hundreds of Souls were at a moment's Warning = launched into Eternity." SM 2:128.

"EVERY SHIP sailing the Sea of Life = needs to have the Divine PILOT on board; but when Storms arise, when Tempests threaten, many persons push-their-Pilot overboard, and commit their bark into the hand of finite man, or try to steer it themselves. Then disaster and wreckage generally follow... Do not commit yourselves into the keeping of men, but say, "The Lord is my Helper"; I will seek His counsel; I will be a doer of His will... Do not TRUST yourself to men. Act under the DIVINE GUIDE." 348.
WHY ARE THERE TWO COVERS ON THIS PAMPHLET = ???
Sorry that happened. The reason being that I just could not get the Plate-maker to function. Found out the Negatives are too old. This Company does not Date them, and NOW they tell me the Shelf-Life is only 6 months! So I think I will get Supplies from another Company.

THIS SECOND COVER = was meant to be a Center-page Insert = but since I have another for that = decided to put this one on as a second cover.

SO READ = (if you can) = the FULL outside COVER = then read this # 2 Cover both FRONT + BACK of this #2 Cover. Then commence the Paper with page 1 - inside of outer Cover.

SORRY = will try to do better. We are NOT of those who are FATALISTS + DEFEATISTS = who think they must SIN + CONFESS the SAME OLD SINS + MISTAKES OVER + OVER AGAIN = which is what the AWAKENING has been Teaching = and is the FIRST thing they taught = right from Start to Finish. And that will be their Finish. We go by the Apostle who said we go = "...on to Perfection." 2T:505-7,512.4T:39, 215,568. 1T:330-340. 5T:500.

[You will miss much if you do not look up these very Special Testimonies = if you READ them = UNDERSTAND them = MARK them = REMEMBER them = you will make a complete BREAK with all Segments of the AWAKENING BABBLERS. Who have joined BABYLON = teaching DEFEATISM. FUTILITARIANISM. We intend to shoot them down in Flames.]

Educated Hooligans = on a Ship of Fools = led by Captain Kangaroo. Sailing for the enchanted Islands.

AN EXPLANATION =
We were told using "DIRECT IMAGE MASTERS" = we could NEVER do a good Job. We find they are very Good. IF you know HOW to use them. You will notice = when erasing and tyling over the scratching of the Eraser leaves a SMUDGE. But I am so happy I discovered one Trick. DO NOT PUT ON THE BLUE ETCH LIKE THE COMPANY SAYS. Mix it 50-50 with WATER = and contrary to all Instruction (Not for other Processes + Acids but for this one only =) RUB REAL HARD = as HARD as you like! But be QUICK ! Every second counts or the Blue Etch will take off the Typing. The reason why some pages show bad SMUDGE SPOTS = is because I did not find out this Trick in Time. Yes! We can IMPROVE - DAY by DAY. Believe i
2 COR. 13:8.
We can do NOTHING against the Truth = but FOR the Truth. If we introduce ERROR = it will be MET = in the Order and Providences of God. THEREFORE we indirectly give Publicity to the Truth. By MEETING the ERROR.

"WOE to the Prophets, that...have seen NOTHING."Eze.13:3.
There are things HARD to be UNDERSTOOD = which the UN-LEARNED and UNSTABLE = WREST = to their own Destruction and the loss of the Souls of those who Listen to them. Not only he that MAKETH the Lie = but he that LOVETH the Lie = BOTH shall be cast into the Lake of Fire = TOGETHER! Rev.22:15. 19:20.

RELIGION is largely if not solely = made up with the understanding or interpretation of the MEANING of WORDS. We are very frankly astounded = at Times = at the SHADES of meaning = the ABSOLUTE meaning = the GENERAL application = the BROAD sense = the FIGURATIVE sense =

FOR EXAMPLE = the False Prophet, the Liar, and the Lover of Lies = will BOTH or ALL be "CAST into the Lake of Fire" = now we know this is not LITERALLY true = it is only FIGURATIVELY true. For the Record of after the 1,000 years reads that Fire + Brimstone will "RAIN" down upon them = so that they are not LITERALLY "CAST INTO" the Lake of Fire but the "LAKE" of Fire is cast on top of THEM! But then again the Bowels of the Earth will erupt with FIRE and LAVA engulfing them = AS IN THE FLOOD = from ABOVE + BELOW. Even the Elements will melt with fervent Heat. So in no sense are they "CAST" = but are burnt to a crisp right where they stand. Yet none need be offended at this "FIGURATIVE" language. So let us be careful as we enter this area.

THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEAN = is to tell him that he is: "PROUD, knowing NOTHING, but doting about questions + strifes of WORDS, whereof cometh ENVY, STRIFE, RAILINGS, EVIL SURMISINGS,

"PERVERSE disputings of men of CORRUPT MINDS, and DES-TITUTE of the Truth, supposing that GAIN (in Membership and Means) is GODLINESS: from such WITHDRAW thyself... O man of God, flee these things." 1 Tim.6:4-11.

CHARACTER.
The Subject is "CHARACTER" = I wrote the following
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CHARACTER A GIFT?

Righteousness of Christ = Justification by Faith = the "CHARACTER" of Christ "GIVEN" as a "GIFT" = to the peni-
tent suppliant. Statements can be found that apparently support that position. But statements can also be found
in the Bible that seem to teach unending Hell-Torment.
It takes something to go through every Statement =
(about 5) = and PROVE they do not MEAN what they are re-
presented to mean. Still people will prefer the super-
stition + tradition rather than the Truth. Mainly because
to side with the Truth means to unite with a very UN-
POPULAR movement. (JW=HWA=SDA.)

Therefore let us be careful about going TOO FAR in giving
MEANINGS to TERMS or a PART of a Sentence, Paragraph, or
Chapter of a Book. Let us prove all things by "2 or 3
Witnesses."
And "EAT ye ALL of it" and not just PART of
it.

PROVE ALL THINGS.
As we go through the Books = we can easily find 200 Re-
ferences that tell us in every Hue + Color of Language
known to man = the most Important Message ever given in
the Special Testimonies in 1844 = the very Heart + Soul
of the Third Angel's Message = "CHARACTER=BUILDING."

PREPARATION.
This was what the SPURGEONS, the MOODIES, the POPULAR
CHURCH LEADERS = fought Tooth + Nail. They taught the
Devil-Doctrine that it was:
[1] Impossible to keep the Law. Hence =
[2] Impossible to build a Character = therefore =
[3] It is given as a Gift by Christ-Messiah when He comes!
[4] In the meantime, no matter how "DEFECTIVE" I may be =
"I AM SAVED!" Purely on the strength of "FAITH ALONE!"
CHRIST is in Heaven = the LAW is in Heaven =
He can KEEP it there! This won the Beer-Hall crowd.

The SDA Church Leaders are free = RDB is free = and any-
body else is free = to go and join BABYLON if they wish.
But NOT to still PRETEND they believe the Third Angel's
Message. Here is:

THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE:
As already stated = how can you or I HAVE in actual FACT
the "CHARACTER" or the "NATURE" or the "LIFE" or the "
"RIGHTOUSNESS" of Christ = according to EGW =
If the SAME writer goes into such meticulous care and detail of telling us HOW to BUILD + FORM a CHARACTER = STEP BY STEP (MYP 45-6) BRICK BY BRICK (CG 165) = a DAY at a Time (2T:505,512.) the Book "STEPS" to Christ is the best Documentary on that Subject ever Written! It is the Message of 1888. She did not trust Adventists to print that Book. She went to Fleming Revel + Company. They spent a "King's Ransom" to get that Book back under their control = and sure enough! They CHANGED it! I have two copies of that ORIGINAL Book = and no such "TEARS IN HIS VOICE" chapter is in the Original. The entire FIRST CHAPTER is ADDED by the Seventh-day Adventists who know better than the Lord = how to win Souls to Christ! They had to fix up another Book!

"STEPS" is the Key! More than that = the "Building" of a "Character" and "Sanctification" are the "Work" of a "Lifetime!" CT 61. MH 452. CG 162. PP 223. FCE 87. ML 267. AA 560. 7BC 947. 1T:340. SL 10. 8T:312-3. LS 84.

FIRM BELIEF.

FIRM BELIEF in that last Paragraph =SANCTIFICATION being the end Product + Result = of the PROCESS of the BUILDING of a CHARACTER = which is the "WORK" of a "LIFETIME" = AND THEN ADD TO THAT =

[A] The Admonition that we are NOT to say that we CANNOT do it. (COL 331) But we are to DO it and not lose ONE GOLDEN MOMENT in the DOING of it. 4T:558. TM 455.

[B] Satan tells us it is no use = we CANNOT do it. MH 447.

[C] But all Heaven is INTERESTED in the BUILDING of CHARACTER. God is bending down from His Throne = WATCHING the BUILDING of a CHARACTER. SM 1:181-2. MB 138.NL 103.

[D] All Heaven is standing ready to HELP. 5T:500,579.

[E] We are to Pray + Work to this End. SD 198. PP 223.

[F] EFFORT + WILL required for. 5T:129,500. COL 331.

[G] "GRACE" does not EXCUSE us FROM = but gives us POWER to OVERCOME. 6T:147,148. PP 633. 4T:242. MH 487.

[H] TALENTS are a "GIFT" given by God. A Father "GIVES" his son a Hammer, Nails, Lumber, a Saw = the Boy "BUILDS" a Bird-House. Did the Father "GIVE" him a "Bird=House"? No. In the same Sense = God does not "GIVE" a "CHARACTER" = but He "GIVES" the TALENTS and the GRACE and the POWER = that rightly employed will "BUILD" a "CHARACTER" with TIME + PATIENCE. No better illustration of this is given anywhere than in 4T:606. COL 349. FCE 464. 9T:245. MYP 163. MM 268.
TALENTS are "GIFTS" of God = entrusted = bestowed = given = lent = only in trust. Are to be doubled.

CS 114. FCE 82,409. GW 330. ML 6,113,332. MYP 170.
2T:494,659,668. 3T:455. 4T:619. 5T:563. 6T:188.
(NOTICE = only in Trust! Make the most of them!)

Misuse of TALENTS is to DESPISE "GIFTS" of Heaven!
COL 355. FCE 409. CS 124. 7T:281.

Noblest WORK in which man can engage. 4T:657.

Only TREASURE man can take to next World. COL 332.

is laying up TREASURE in Heaven. MB 90.

FORMED by OBEDIENCE to God's LAW. GC 469.

FORMED by YOU = determines your DESTINY. 4T:429.


With such a CATALOGUE of supporting Testimonies as the above, and 200 more of the same = HOW can you SAY or THINK or IMAGINE for one Moment = that he HAS this CHARACTER = this NATURE = this LIFE of Christ or the "RIGHTEOUSNESS" of God = if it takes a LIFETIME of WORK and the exercising of the WILL = to DEVELOP it?

IN OTHER WORDS:

KNOWING the above = BELIEVING the above = HOW can we explain the apparently contradictory Statements? HERE IS HOW = use the SAME process you used to DISPROVE unending LIFE in HELL-TORMENT. How did you EXPLAIN AWAY their pet References? It wasn't easy = was it? Not after all their Years + Years of Tradition + Certainty..

WE DO NOT HAVE A CHARACTER =

if we have to WRESTLE + STRIVE + exercise our WILL + WORK for a LIFETIME = BEFORE we have it. In other Words = WE=DO=NOT=HAVE=IT! Is that Clear? So how do we Reply to Statements that SEEM to indicate otherwise?

IT IS THE SAME =

as with the Everlasting Hell=Fire=Torment Theory. It revolves around the MEANING of WORDS! DEFINE words and their MEANING = and all is Solved. So with that we come to the Words: "IMPUTED" and "IMPARTED."

[1] One is RECKONED (imputed) to our Account = TEMPORARILY and CONDITIONALLY. (That is what you so clearly said in 1974.)

[2] The other is REAL and PART of you = (IMPARTED) = this is PERMANENT. It is the New you.

[3] One is IMPUTED = (CREDITED but not REALLY) = it is only in the Form of a REPRIEVE from a SENTENCE.
[4] It is a COVENANT = and as you said in 1974 = you are not entitled to it UNLESS you PLEDGE to FORM a NEW CHARACTER = it is a PLEDGE on the part of God that He will give you as a Gift = the GRACE which is the POWER for you to OVERCOME self + the Devil. HABITS make CHARACTER = must be REPRESSED + TRANSFORMED. 5T:304. TM 416. 3T:46. 4T:538,606. FCE 66.

[5] MANY are CALLED. (Justification = the entering of a School.) A Sinner on Trial. For his Life.

[6] FEW are CHOSEN. (Santification = the passing of the Final Exams. GRADUATION.) The Diploma. The Saint. This is PERFECTION = this is a finished Work.

[7] One is getting on that little narrow Pathway cast high above the Earth = but on the way = all along the way = they were Falling off down to the wicked World below. The Way was too Hard. Too Steep. Too Strait. "And FEW there be that FIND it."

[8] "Those in the (R&H) OFFICE...fruitless CUMBERERS of the ground...should be DISMISSED + others take their places, even if they are UNBELIEVERS. It is a fearful thing to be SELF-DECEIVED. Said the Angel, pointing to those in the (R&H) OFFICE: "Except your RIGHTEOUSNESS shall EXCEED the RIGHTEOUSNESS of the scribes and PHARISEES, ye shall IN=NO=CASE enter into the Kingdom of Heaven." A PROFESSION is NOT ENOUGH." 3T:193. 1872.

WE CAN PAUSE THERE =

Here is a BIG CLUE to the Mystery of Godliness! The R&H PHARISEES think they know EVERYTHING of the Question = when they go down to their House = DESTITUTE and know NOTHING! Your RIGHTEOUSNESS and your conception of RIGHTEOUSNESS better be HIGHER than the Scribes + Pharisees or you will in no wise ENTER into the Kingdom of Heaven!"There is NONE righteous - no, not ONE!"

It seems we will have to do some WEIGHING of some EVIDENCE = and not be TOO SURE of ourselves."PRIDE goeth before a Fall." So with the above Thoughts in Mind = perhaps we can now turn and for once appreciate this:

SELF-DISTRUST =

"Let him that THINKETH he STANDETH = take heed lest he FALL."...It is those who take HEED lest they FALL that will be accepted at last." TM 103.

"The attributes of the CHARACTER of Christ can be IMPARTED to those ONLY who DISTRUST themselves." TM 259.
"It was AFTER Isaiah had beheld the HOLINESS of God and his own UNWORTHINESS, that he was INTRUSTED with the Divine Message. It was AFTER Peter had been led to SELF-RENUNCIATION + DEPENDENCE upon Divine POWER, that he received the CALL to his work for Christ...

"He PASSED BY the WISE men of His time, because they were so SELF-CONFIDENT...The FIRST THING to be learned by all who become workers together with God, is the lesson of SELF-DISTRUST; THEN they are PREPARED to have IMPARTED to them the CHARACTER of Christ. THIS is not to be GAINED through EDUCATION in the most scientific SCHOOLS. Jesus chose UNLEARNED Fishermen BECAUSE they had NOT BEEN= Schooled in the Traditions + erroneous CUSTOMS of their time...the CHARACTERS they DEVELOPED...day by day...CHARACTER becomes CHANGED." DA246-251. 1898.

When Billy Babylon Graham finishes speaking to the people they go out saying: "I AM SAVED!"

When Christ finished speaking to the people they turned and looked at each other and said: "If these things be so = who then CAN be SAVED?" "The Saviour's words awakened in the Disciples a feeling of SELF-DISTRUST." DA 437.

Know any haughty "RICH" and increased with "GOODNESS" PHARISEE around who collects THIS KIND of REFERENCES? How long would he be POPULAR? How many will care to READ ON in this Paper?

"If he knew this, if he were DISTRUSTFUL of himself, he would feel the importance of DIVINE HELP to preserve him from the wiles of the enemy. Oh, what WRECKS we meet everywhere! what SILENT lips + FRUITLESS lives! "THIS," said the Angel, "is because of FALLING under TEMPTATION..."...your STUBBORN will has not been SUBDUE + SOFTENED; you need a NEW CONVERSION...The SATANIC DELUSIONS of this age must be met CLEARLY + intelligently with the SWORD of the Spirit, which is the Word of God." 4T:213,217,415.

What you read here must be understood in the perspective of the Teaching of the Church + the Awakening having CHANGED in 1970-1972 to go along with BILLY GRAHAM = the EVANGELICALS = the JESUS FREAKS = the CHARISMATIC "TONGUES" people = and the CATHOLICS in "KEY '73." The AWAKENING fell in line with that MAXWELL BOOK = to Teach NO CHARACTER-NATURE CHANGE till Christ-Messiah comes! The new Adventist Religion! -7-
and one more: "Let it be clearly understood, that our bodies - the flesh, with its "motions of sins" and warfare against the law of our minds (Romans 7:5,23) - is still with us, and will CONTINUE to be with us until we exchange the body of our humiliation for Christ's glorious body. This does not mean that we will not have the power to "mortify the DEEDS of the body" (Romans 8:13) = but nowhere=in=the=Bible=is=it=taught that the forces resident in the body are CHANGED till the second coming of Christ." p.2. Dec.1974 "THOUGHT PAPER" = Wm. H. Grotheer, PO Box 237, Florence, Miss. 39073.

MAKE A CHANGE.
"Press in the right direction, and make a CHANGE."6T:145.

"NOT=ONE=OF=US will ever receive the SEAL of God while our CHARACTERS have one SPOT or STAIN upon them. It is left=with=us to REMEDY the DEFECTS in our CHARACTERS, to CLEANSE the soul temple of every defilement. THEN=THE=LATTER=RAIN will fall upon us...

"No one need say that his case is HOPELESS, that he CANNOT live the life of a Christian...It is NOW that we must keep ourselves and our children UNSPOTTED from the World. It is NOW that we must WASH our ROBES of CHARACTER and make them WHITE in the Blood of the Lamb. It is NOW that we must OVERCOME pride, passion, and spiritual slothfulness. It is NOW that we must AWAKE and make determined EFFORT for symmetry of CHARACTER.
"TODAY....

"What are you DOING, brethren, in the great WORK of PREPARATION? Those who are UNITING with the World are receiving the worldly MOLD and PREPARING for the MARK of the BEAST. Those who are DISTRUSTFUL=OF=SELF, who are humbling themselves before God + PURIFYING their souls by OBEYING the Truth = these are receiving the heavenly MOLD and PREPARING for the SEAL of God in their foreheads. When the decree goes forth (LONG BEFORE CHRIST COMES!) and the STAMP is IMPRESSED, their CHARACTER will REMAIN pure + spotless for Eternity.

"NOW is the time to PREPARE. The SEAL of God will NEVER be placed upon the forehead of an impure man or woman... NEVER be placed upon the forehead of men or women of false tongues or deceitful hearts. All who receive the SEAL must be without SPOT before God... I can only write briefly...
"calling your attention to the necessity of PREPARATION."

"The CHURCH has turned her back from following Christ her Leader and is steadily RETREATING toward Egypt. Yet FEW are ALARMED or ASTONISHED...The TESTIMONIES are UNREAD and UNAPPRECIATED...Genuine Faith is followed by LOVE = and LOVE by OBEDIENCE. All the POWERS + PASSIONS of the converted man are brought under the CONTROL of Christ."

5T:214-219.

"The Lord will not admit into the mansions He is preparing for the RIGHTEOUS = one soul who is SELF-SUFFICIENT."

7T:285. PK 74.

"But those who are FAR=FROM=JESUS, those whose spiritual perceptions are so clouded by ERROR that they cannot comprehend the CHARACTER of the great Exemplar, conceive of Him altogether such a one as themselves, and DARE to talk of their own PERFECTION of HOLINESS. But they are FAR from God; they know LITTLE of themselves, and LESS of Christ."

LS 84.

**SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT.**

"There is no Bible SANCTIFICATION for those who cast a PART of the TRUTH behind them." 1T:338. SM 1:316-7.

"It is in great mercy that God bears with their perversity and that they are not CUT-DOWN as cumberers of the ground, but still remain within the possibility of FORGIVENESS...
If his professed ROBE of RIGHTEOUSNESS can=be=torn=from= him and his vile purposes and thoughts be EXPOSED, so that he will not continue to lead others in the Paths of Hell, it will be all that we may expect..."Of this sort are they which CREEP into houses, and lead captive SILLY WOMEN laden with SINS, led away with divers LUSTS." 5T:139-

NEVER have we lived in an Age = when so many are so SURE of their Salvation = "I AM SAVED!" Is it a FACT? Are they "SAVED." = or do they only Rest in "CARNAL SECURITY?"

**SHALL WE GO ON?**

Should we be reminded that there will be many who are SURE that they have it made = and Christ does not say "Yes! You WERE converted but you fell away!" No. He does not say that. He says: "I NEVER knew you."

You are a complete Stranger to Me. You believe in Hell-Torment. THAT is not ME! You believe in ANOTHER GOD = the god of Billy Graham = the Hell-Fire SUN-day god! THAT is not ME! As Israel of Old = you worship BAAL! THAT is not ME! You have lost your Sense of Values. -9-
You have become a False Prophet. You are telling the World that Billy Graham is RIGHT. He is RIGHT on "I AM SAVED!" = he is RIGHT on X-Mass + Easter. He is RIGHT on "Justification by Faith" in the first Apartment. Is he also RIGHT on HELL = ??? Is that where you will join him next? As Old Balaam joined Israel with Moab? As Old Balaam FROOM engineered this Church into KEY '73! And that thing that you call the "General Conference President" = that goes along with ANYTHING at all = that AHAB that loves LAODICEA=JEZEBEL = looking wistfully toward Heaven that Heaven should bless his KEY '73 ABOMINATION! A Bolt of Lightning was the Answer!

Banged him against a Wall.
Kicked several to the ground.
At a Bible Camp in '73!

May there be many happy Returns!

Lightnings + Fire and Pillars of Smoke.

All who follow them will End up in Armageddon.

"Go ye OUT to meet Him!"

"They that lead thee CAUSE thee to ERR...and they that are led of them are DESTROYED!" Isa. 3:12. 9:16.

[Dealing in the Negative? No! This is very POSITIVE!]

God would sooner Honor an Infidel = the man who left ALL Religion before he would bow down to that Billy Graham god = that Hell-Torment BEAST of the Apocalypse = the god of Rome. The Adventist joined BOTH in Ecumenical Union in KEY '73. The next Step? In the Charismatic Countdown Ministerial Training Course for 1975 - they rounded it off with a "Rock + Roll" EXORCISM of Adventist demons! (Write for "EXORCISM" Packet. Sent only to those who write.)
At this point I depart from my Notes of Nov. 13 to my extra Notes of Nov. 16. This should be added here.

Bear in mind what we read so far =

If those who read this Paper do not know it, because neither Church nor Reform is telling them these things = let it be known to them that about the same time that the Church began to Teach "IN COMMON" with the other Churches =

1950 = Wieland + Short wrote NOT ONE WORD about "1888 Re-Examined" = that was a Red-Herring dragged over the Trail to distract from what they REALLY WROTE in 1950 = the CONdemnation of the FROOM "LOVE-PEST" with the Might Princes of Babylon such as BILLY GRAHAM. To get their Credentials back and be elevated in Office and other Bribes = they welched on the deal and wrote that 1888 thing = or else just signed their name to it.

1955 = this opened the Flood Gates for BABYLON to come in to the Seventh-day Adventist Church under the guise of "Dialoguing." SDA UNRUN went to EVANGELICAL BARNHOUS.

1957 = that "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE" Book. Resulting in the Andreassen Letters. An open clash between FROOM + ANDREASEN. Nellie Brewer + A.L. Hudson printed the Andrease Letters. Until Andreassen asked BOTH of them to STOP because they were going along with the AKEWAKENING. After this Andreassen did not live long.

1958 = Hope Taylor, F.T. Wright, R.D. Brinsmead of Australia with their counterparts = Daisie Meyers, Al Friend, Samuel Pestes, Thomas Durst, Rogers-Smith, Nellie Brewer, A.L. Hudson of the California-British Columbia Pacific Coast area of North America = with 1,000 other Small Fry + some Big Fry such as Nicoli, Jenkins, Carpenter, Helen Cunningham, Schimpf, Burns, Zakal, Grotheer, Rue, Wilkinson = tried to get on the Band-Wagon, or taught the same things, at least in Part. NEVER condemned them in any vital areas. Do not know what they are.

1958 = This alleged "AWAKENING" Movement = sparked to life by Daisy Meyers = and her "PERFECT PEACE" Book that was approved by all Top Officials + Book Committees of the Adventist Church = featured by Al Friend with "Voices" and men dressed in "Black" coming through closed Doors, EXACTLY the SAME as they also came to the FLYING SAUCER people of the same era = one laid his hand on the Daisy Meyers Book and said: "THIS is the Message of Rev. 18!"
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All this delighted the Simple and confounded the Wise = until Daisy Meyers set the Time-Clock for the "LOUD CRY" to commence from the Home of Lettie Grey in California Way. Horrible Hoehn of Canada wrote a joint Letter to John Rader + D.L.Friend = so they fired a cross-fire of Questions at this "Awakening Prophetess" featured by Al Friend = copied Word for Word in many places by R.D.Brinsmead as I fully Documented and Proved at the Time = no one around the World contradicting me, they seldom do.

This cross-fire of Questions by John Rader + D.L.Friend caused Daisy Meyers to wilt, confess that she was not Inspired, ADMITTED she was an IMPOSTER = went BACK to the Adventist Church + has not been heard from since. There was the SAME kind of "PERFECT PEACE" woman in the days of Sr. White = the Angel showed her she was in "PERFECT DARKNESS!" LS 129-130. CWE 133. 3T:479. This Type of Teaching was called:"MESMERISM!" LS 133-4. In which they knew all about:"Entire Sanctification" and the "White Robe Fanatics" who claimed the "RIGHTEOUSNESS OF THE SAINTS" = and other "False Teachings + arrogant pretensions." LS 133-4. with "Satanic Power."

"After this meeting the false + wily professors of PERFECT HOLINESS were never able to re-establish their power over the Brethren." LS 135,237.

THE ORIGINAL BOOK = 1888 Battle Creek Steam Press "LIFE SKETCHES" is much better = see p.211. Compare with LS 82-4.

NOTE: Some of these Old Books can now be again obtained from "LEAVES OF AUTUMN BOOKS" PO Box 440, Payson, Arizona. 85541. They bill you. Send no money. Just tell them to send the Books you want. USED or NEW.

DAISY MEYERS defection + public disgrace = caused AL FRIEND who had thrown everything he had behind her = to go reeling around there like a stunned Ox = all the "VOICES" and the "APPARITIONS" vanishing in a puff of Smoke! But, nothing daunting = why not try again?

It was from this "Daisy Meyers" that the Awakening World first knew there was something BETTER than:"SANCTIFICATION" =it was: "PERFECTION." Altho the Testimonies equate them and use the terms interchangably. "PERFECTION" is "SANCTIFICATION" and "SANCTIFICATION" is "PERFECTION." At least it was until DAISY MEYERS and R.D.BRINSMEAD came along. And made "SANCTIFICATION" an "ACT" - just go "IN" to the "FIRST APARTMENT!"
1958 = because all eyes were centered on the "SHEPHERD'S ROD" who went Wackey to Waco, Texas in 1959 = few noticed that DAISY MEYERS = AL FRIEND = ROBERT BRINSMEAD + FRED WRIGHT = predicted the DEMISE of the Adventist Church-Leaders clustered around the SHEPHERD'S ROD DATE! 1958-1960. The Adventist Leaders would wake up DEAD = and the Shepherd's Rod would take over! Would be taken by Flying Saucers to start the Loud Cry from Jerusalem = 1959! (and again in 1974-5.) He who is an UNBELIEVER of the above has only to go and re-check their Writings and their dire-predictions of the Time! (And do not come asking me for the evidence = this was fully documented at the Time and is long since under the Bridge. We now meet their NEW DELUSIONS that are ever surfacing as regular as Fish in the Water. Ever new Suckers that go for the Bait. As Heady as Wine.)

1960 = In spite of their failure to bring about the Close of Probation on the Adventist Church = 1958-1960 = the ever brassy Awakening comes to America to foist their "Outer Court" Rebellion on the Rest of the World. Some = without the Proverbial = SUDDENLY = OVERNIGHT = had Presses, Book Inventories, Staffs + Helpers, Mailing Lists, Buildings, Reserve Funds + unlimited Supplies = the clearest evidence to all except the willingly BLIND = that this was all PLANNED + EXECUTED with Precision + Despatch by the Engineering of FROOM = the Director of Adventist Fortunes. "Professor Emeritus for Prophetic Understanding for Andrews University."

All disputes, all policy = settled by him. The "STALIN" of Adventism. COMMUNIST methods of mind-control. The Myth of Romanistic Infallibility. The Judaic hope of Ruling the World. Hence their leading out in KEY '73. FROOM was in the Saddle = the AWAKENING was all of it planned as skilfully as the Russian Revolution = "DIVIDE + CONQUER!" Bluff + Win. The way they scooped in the Reformers into their Net = must have astonished even the Devil that directed it all.

1964 = they surface again. This time Al Friend hitched his Wagon to Roger's Star. "As it was in the Days of Noah." 120 years from 1844 comes to 1964 = again the END of SDA Probation! Again the Announcement to the World that Wright of Australia = Wright of Canada = had joined the Rogers-Friend Team = in again giving "The Last Message." (I have here a Tape made by FTW at the Home of Ann DeMichael = in which he LIES and DENIES having Teamed up with Al Friend in 1964! But
what is one more LIE to a professional LIAR? Expect the KIND that had INSANE MOTHERS = who will have no difficulty at all in IMAGINING that they are "COMPLETE" = "NOTHING WANTING" = have the "NATURE-CHARACTER" of Christ = the very "LIFE" of Christ =(should join the St.Nicholas Ukrainian Catholic Church in Winnipeg = heard over CBC-TV this day = Nov.16,1975 = 11 A.M. in the Cannibalistic Rite of LITERALIZING the Holy Eucharistic Mass = that Priest ALSO promised the very "LIFE" of Christ not in a Spiritual or Symbolic sense = but in ACTUALITY! As does Fred Wrong Priest Wright.) causing the Suppliants who come to him to be "in actual FACT = DIVINE human-beings!" Between them + Christ = "there is not so much as a hair's breadth DIFFERENCE!"

It seems that Like attracts Like = and Like appreciates Like = and Like becomes like Like. (A composite of PP 176. SG 2:201. 1T:100. 5T:136,463,705. DA 405. MB 25,81.)

"Ye shall be as gods!" still attracts modern Eves.

I have been Fighting these people ever since D.L.Friend told me that some one by the name of Wright, and another by the name of Brinsmead, both of Australia = were Teaching the SAME as he was = putting Christ BACK into the FIRST Apartment!

THIS WAS NOT SO = they did WORSE than that = they take you RIGHT=OUT=OF=THE=SANCTUARY entirely! Into the "OUTER COURT" and kept up a MESMERIC CHANT: "Gather ABOUT the Sanctuary!" = "Come TO the Sanctuary!" = "To the DOOR of the Sanctuary!" There, they allege = you will "find Jesus WAITING for you" and ready to give you something they call:"Justification by Faith!" (FAITH = in WHAT?) The DEVILS also BELIEVE = and TREMBLE.

Thus fulfilling the Predictions by Ellen G.White = that they would deny ALL the Sanctuary Truths.Ev.224-5. CW 53-4. Correct understanding is the FOUNDATION of our Faith. Ev.221. Satan hates these Truths. GC 488. He will bring in false Doctrines re Most Holy Place Ministration.CW 53. We are to AWAKE to these Truths. SM 1:122. But the False AWAKENING has put us ASLEEP to the Third Angel's Message. EW 254-6. None saved who deny. EW 261.

"They went OUT from us" because they were "not of us" = they are the "ANTICHRIST." 1 John 2:18-9. 4:1-6. Yet in spite of all these Warnings = there will be a mass-move- ment to deny all these Truths in Adventist ranks. 1846 Broadside. EW 56,78,261. 
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THERE IS NO USE in beginning to talk of "JUSTIFICATION" by Faith or "RIGHTOUSNESS" by Faith = and then take us outside of the Most Holy Place. Doing despite to the Blood of the Sacrifice, for since 1844 the Blood is not offered anywhere else. Nor is sin Forgiven anywhere else. GC 430.

It tells you right in your INDEX = p.2356 = (680) = this is the PHILADELPHIAN MESSAGE. Rev.3:7,8. EW 42,86. GC 430, 435. SM L:63. And 100 more. Not listed.

We are therefore not about to listen to any Awakening Gabble about "finding Christ" in the "Outer Court" = nor Laodicean Blah thru Leslie Hardinge in the GC Session, R&H. June 19,1970. p.9,10. The same Issue of that R&H p.24, announced 42 Adventists DEAD = keep on denying the Third Angel's Sanctuary Truths like that = and the numbers DEAD will swell by untold THOUSANDS, and that right soon.

When Christ LEAVES the Most Holy Place = whole World will be involved in RUIN more terrible than befell JERUSALEM. GC 614. God's people SEALED while Christ is in Most Holy Place. GC 613. EW 48,279.

Before venturing after the rejecters of the Most Holy Place Message = why not consider what has happened to some of the Awakening Leaders? An entire Cult of them gave up the Testimonies entirely. In a Secret Publication now being circulated by Brinsmead = the "Spirit of Prophecy" is cleverly Rapiered into Limbo. He did not like HOEHN's exposing him as a FRAUD and a SCOUNDREL in his "ETERNAL PURPOSE" p.24 = where he SNEERS at "EFFORT" and "FAITH" being one Oar = and "WORKS" being the other. He says this is: "All a COUNTERFEIT and a DECEPTION." p.25.

THE HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY = revealed where the Spirit of Prophecy declared: "Let us not be DECEIVED by the oft-repeated assertion,"All you have to do is to BELIEVE." FAITH and WORKS are two oars which we must use EQUALLY if we press our way up the Stream against the current of UNBELIEF. "FAITH if it hath not WORKS, is DEAD, being ALONE." RH. A4:309. June 11,1901.

INSTEAD OF REPENTANCE AND CONFESSION = he tries to Bluff and Bluster his way through = by declaring (with Tongue in Cheek) = this Statement is fine in context with "SANCTIFICATION" [How can this be when he belabor the specious reasoning that there is NO DIFFERENCE (!) between JUSTIFICATION and SANCTIFICATION?] but for want of a better Argument and being a good Adventist that never Repents =
for a good Adventist never does anything to Repent of.
In this Secret Publication = "DURANBAH DIGEST" Sermon Report No.22 - August 15, 1975 (For Restricted Circula-
tion) Published by IHI. PRESENT TRUTH, P.O.Box 1311, 
Fallbrook, Calif. 92028. IHI DONOR'S BULLETIN = "FOR
RESTRICTED CIRCULATION."
Among other elegant and dignified Verbiage that seems
marvelously suitable for giving Ellen G. White the Heave-
Ho and What-For =

He declares that she is not a "Jonny-come-lately" with
a newfangled gospel in these last days. "That is a lot
of nonsense!" = "Justification by Faith" was clearly
taught by others - including Luther. How must we avoid
being Branded as a "CULT?" Here is the Brinsmead never-
miss Formula:

"THE COMMON FAITH."

"How is a man just in the sight of God? Is it by an
INTERNAL operation of God's GRACE? Is it because God's
GRACE through the Holy Spirit working in man CLEANSES
man, REGENERATES him and makes him acceptable to God?
Or is it SOLELY upon the fact of the objective atone-
ment of Jesus Christ and that He has BECOME our RIGH-
TEOUSNESS? Is it an INTERNAL quality? Is it a VICARIOUS
RIGHTEOUSNESS? That is the issue of the REFORMA-
The Reformers took the position that JUSTIFICATION
was the VERDICT of God, that it meant being DECLARED
righteous on the grounds of a SUBSTITUTIONARY RIGH-
TEOUSNESS by IMPOSITION ALONE...these points were thrash-
ed out one by one and SETTLED in the Time of the REFORMA-
TION...GREAT UNANIMITY on the TRUTHS of JUSTIFICATION
BY FAITH. They were absolutely UNITED...That is what
the Bible calls the COMMON FAITH. Ellen White believed
in the COMMON FAITH...Now you don't pull it down and
start off again...and it stands to reason that if we
come to other Christians, that first of all we are going
to talk about the COMMON FAITH. In fact, Mrs. White has
instructed us very specifically that we HAVE NO BUSINESS
talking about any SPECIAL POINT of our Faith until we
convince people that we believe in Jesus Christ and
MUTUALLY AGREE on the points of COMMON FAITH...

"Let us call this COMMON FAITH the everlasting gospel...
When I talked with some of the men in Washington, one
kept saying to me, "Brother, we have a SPECIAL Message."
I said, "Brother, if we are not careful about this idea
of a SPECIAL MESSAGE,
and don't put it in its right context, we will end up with "ANOTHER GOSPEL." 2 Cor.11:4, instead of "THE EVERLASTING GOSPEL." Rev.14:6."

"The everlasting gospel stresses the COMMON FAITH, "the faith which was once delivered to the saints." Jude 3. No NEWFANGED GOSPEL WILL DO, but the old, old gospel that has been held consistently by ALL=THE=GREAT=MEN, and we must stand WITH=ALL=OF=THEM, the great builders in the Christian church. You stand with Luther and Calvin and Wesley and Augustine and Athanasius..."

"It is most important to see that the last mighty work is a work that builds on the foundation of many generations... we must convince them that we stand EQUALLY WITH=THEM, and by the grace of God, if need be, MORE SO, on the everlasting gospel.

"That is what you must prove FIRST. Don't get on to any of those other topics until it is done. It is a disgrace to do it... that we stand on the everlasting gospel... We stand in the shoes of Wesley and Luther and Calvin and Athanasius and Augustine on this great COMMON FAITH of ALL=THESE=GREAT=POINTS of the Christian church..."RDB. p.10-12. DURANBAH DIGEST. Sermon Report No.22 - August 15,1975. (For Restricted Circulation.) (ALL EMPHASIS ADDED.) (IN ALL THESE PAPERS.)

How do you feel about the COMMON CHURCHES going into such DARKNESS as to teach "IN COMMON" with the BEAST on one Point after the other so that in some areas they were WORSE than ROMANISM!

IN THE DOCTRINE OF HELL = the Catholics have some Mercy. They put you in PURGATORY = from which you may ESCAPE = or into LIMBO = which is much better than UNMERCIFUL UNENDING TORMENT = this is AHOLAH the elder. Eze.23:2-5.

But PROTESTANTISM = AHOLIBAH the younger = is "MORE CORRUPT...in her WHOREDOMS" than she. Eze.23:11-49. PROTESTANTISM = "IN COMMON" with the BEAST and the RED DRAGON = put you in HELL and LEAVE=YOU=THERE! No Hope whatever! WORSE than the GREAT WHORE!

And just how does our friend = RDB = pause in his programme of Teaching "IN COMMON" in "ALL=THESE=GREAT=POINTS" = when his followers look eagerly for him to use ONE ISSUE of that "PRESENT TRUTH" Magazine to give them the LAW and the TRUTH=ABOUT=HELL! How does he give them a Slap in the Face? -17-
"Do not make ELLEN WHITE a Johnny-come-lately INNOVATOR. One of the striking features of a CULT or a SECT is that they say: "In the days of Jesus Christ the gospel was preached, and then the gospel was lost. Nothing happened till more than 1,800 years later when WE came along. Therefore we are in the true succession of Christ and the apostles." THAT is a typical CULTIST approach, and is exemplified in such groups as the Mormons and the Jehovah's Witnesses. The Jehovah's Witnesses see no significance in all the great CREEDS and the great ECUMENICAL CONFESSIONS of the church. The Apostles Creed, the Nicean Creed, the Catholic Confession, all are regarded as HERESY... We must not align ourselves with that approach. One of the prominent evangelical critics of Adventism claims that we fall into that category...

So Ellen G. White must AGREE with the main-stream of EVANGELICALISM and even CATHOLICISM = or if she dares to DIFFER with them or call them: "BABYLON!" (Heaven's forbid!) = then she is a "Johnny-come-lately-INNOVATOR!" To think that she would DARE to teach OTHERWISE than "BABYLON!" Or think of the DISGRACE + IGNOMINY of being known as a "CULT!" or a "SECT!" = as Sr. White says God's people will be! GC 635. HORRORS! we must do ANYTHING to prevent this! we must not stand to be CRITICISED BY ANYONE! let alone by "EVANGELICALS." THEREFORE let it be known = if they have a CREED = we are all for it! Here - read it for yourself!.......

ECUMENICAL BRINSMEAD CONTINUES WITH THE HEPPENSTALL INNOVATION TO BE ADDED TO THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE:

So that Adventism is now no more than another SECT:

BRINSMEAD CONT'D.: "We must not give the impression that there was the EARLY CHURCH, with Christ + the apostles, THEN A GREAT GAP, and then 1844 when things really started to happen. Ellen White did not teach anything like this, [she did not? what was that book = "GREAT CONTROVERSY" = all about?] and if we make it out as if she did, we classify her with the CULTISTS...

"This movement is to be seen as the RESTORER, as the CHAMPION of the COMMON FAITH. It is not to be seen as an INVENTION, but as a RETENTION...[This last Goodie he obtained from Father Sabbastian FROOM = SDA MINISTRY Magazine. April,1966. p.30.]}
BRINSMead TALKING: "We must not fall [WATCH the PSYCHOLOGY of these Perverts = this is the place to use the word: "FALL" = is it? This is a "FALL?" This is how to "FALL"]

BRINSMead GABBLE: "We must not FALL into the "SPECIAL MESSAGE" complex in such a way that we end up [That would be the FATAL-FINALE = the "END" = would it?]. . . . that we END UP with a special gospel, "another gospel," 2 Cor. 11: 4, and bring down upon our heads the CURSE of Galatians 1:6-9. [Now marvel at this excellent Rapiering of the Third Angel's Message. You really have to take off your Hat to this =]"

BRINSMead CURSE: "Let me put it in another way. No THINKING Christian will LISTEN to YOUR stand on any of these great doctrines, such as the SABBATH, the STATE=OF=THE=DEAD, etc., until he sees that you are SOUND on "THE ETERNAL VERITIES of the Christian faith." ABOVE EVERYTHING ELSE we must be CHAMPIONS of the ETERNAL VERITIES. This was the overall emphasis of Ellen White. She does not major on MINORS...

(A) What are these mythical "ETERNAL VERITIES?" The TRUTH about HELL = the TRUTH about the LAW =
(B) Is "MAJORING" in "MINORS?" Just how clever can this Devil get? (Asks the one who sent me that Paper.)

BRINSMead EVANGELICAL LEGALISM: "For example, it is in us by nature to be LEGALISTS and to be BLIND to the GOSPEL. For this reason, most COMPILATIONS of the Spirit of Prophecy are COMPILATIONS of LAW. They=are=not=compileations of the GOSPEL... So, it is law, Law, LAw!... we have feasted on LAW till it often runs out of our ears!!

If you read the ORIGINAL of this RDB BLAH = you will see it is WORSE than we show here. We are abbreviating = but we want you to see what we call: "AWAKENING DILLIES." Where they say ONE thing and then completely REVERSE themselves in the next Sentence or Paragraph = but sometimes even in the same SENTENCE! Watch the following "BUT" and DILLY! The ecclesiastical gymnastic flip-flop:

"Consider this (ECW) demand of the LAW:

"The CONDITION of eternal life is now just what it always has been, - just what it was in Paradise before the fall of our first parents,- PERFECT OBEDIENCE to the LAW of God, PERFECT RIGHTEOUSNESS." SC 62... -19-
"We are familiar with the statements which say, You must come up to every point, You must reflect the image of Jesus fully, When you reach this mark, then you will be SEALED in your foreheads. THAT=IS=THE=REQUIREMENT, and they are all recorded in the Spirit of Prophecy.

The above is a clear-cut BRINSMED statement. What is it saying? You write me from all over the Country = HOW=DO=YOU=FIND=THE=ERRORS in the Awakening Teaching? HERE IS HOW: Did he, or did he not say = in unmistakable language = that he KNOWS the TESTIMONIES teach as he so clearly outlined above. Did he, or did he not - say that? That the Testimonies teach the necessity of keeping the LAW = in actual FACT! or you cannot be SEALED. Is that, or is that NOT = what he just said? If you get that CLEARLY in your Mind = mark it CLEARLY in your Book or Notes = and then just as CLEARLY note what follows=RIGHT=THERE!

BRINSMED DILLY:

BRINSMED BUT: "BUT when the ACTUAL EXPERIENCE (EMPHASIS HIS!) of God's people is described, prior to the second coming of Jesus Christ, you=will=NEVER=ANYWHERE find a statement of Ellen White where she says,"Now you have reached that Standard." IT=IS=NOT=THERE!"

Alright = what have you got to say? Did he not REVERSE himself? Is not the SEALING just "PRIOR to the second COMING of Jesus Christ?"

And after quoting a statement by Ellen G White to that effect from SC 62. RH Sept.3,1901 = as well as clearly implying that "WE ARE FAMILIAR" with statements which say, You must come up to EVERY POINT...When you REACH this MARK, THEN you will be SEALED." p.18.

Then on the NEXT PAGE he declares "BUT=BUT=BUT=" you will "NEVER ANYWHERE FIND" a statement that declares "God's people" have reached that Standard. "IT=IS=NOT=THERE!" p.19. of this "DURANBAH DIGEST." Aug.15,1975.

BRINSMED vs BRINSMED:

BRINSMED p.18 = "We are FAMILIAR with the statements which say, You MUST come up to every POINT...When you REACH this MARK, then you will be SEALED."

BRINSMED p.19 = "You will NEVER=ANYWHERE=FIND" such a Statement! "IT=IS=NOT=THERE!"
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Some of you ACCUSE + CONDEMN + FIND FAULT with our approach = in which we obey EW 63 = to "WATCH" and "CHECK" all "FANATICISM wherever they might see it rise."

You listen to your Preachers who say to thus obey the Instruction of the Lord = we end up "DEALING" only in the "NEGATIVE." I beg to DIFFER with that ACCUSATION.

When that Preacher showed that the Worship of Baal and the Catholic Sun-god was WRONG and a deadly SIN = was he "DEALING" in the "NEGATIVE?"

TWO QUESTIONS:
1. By EXPOSING the FRAUD and the HOAX and the LIE = did he not AUTOMATICALLY thus REVEAL the TRUTH?
2. Would he have been "DEALING" in the "POSITIVE" by shutting his Mouth, being NON-COMMITTAL and let you go on "BELIEVING=A=LIE?" Does not Revelations teach that not only the LIAR but the LOVER OF LIES = BOTH will be cast into the Lake of Fire? Rev.21:27. 22:15. 20:15.

[3] Or does your Preacher only mean we are to be SILENT and TONGUE-TIED and NEUTRAL and NON-COMMITTAL about Seventh-day Adventist LIES = ???

THE OMEGA OF APOSTASY: "I had my Orders...MEET IT!" SM 1: 206.

And speaking of the SEALING = NONE will be SEALED except they show them: "ALL the ABOMINATIONS that be done in the midst...MARK=THIS=POINT=WITH=CARE." Addressed to:"THE LA-ODICEAN CHURCH." Which is: "THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICANS" = which is:"THE MIDNIGHT CRY." 3T:267. Eze.9.

So Brinsmead cuts all bridges behind him when he declares there is no Spirit of Prophecy statement saying that PRIOR TO the second Coming of Christ = "YOU WILL NEVER ANYWHERE FIND" any Statement by Ellen White where she says, "NOW THEY HAVE REACHED THAT STANDARD." IT IS NOT THERE!" p.19.

Alright = do you know what this is all about? It is the Subject of this Paper. No, we did NOT get off the Subject We are RIGHT=ON=IT! The most crucial subject in the Unive 1958-1972 = the Awakening Jesters taught that "CHARACTER-NATURE" was "GIVEN" as a "GIFT" either at the "NEW BIR with FRED WRONG WRIGHT = or in the "JUDGMENT HOUR" wit ROBERT BRINSMEAD = hence the:"JUDGMENT HOUR MESSAGE!"

1972 = March + May = BOTH switched over to SDA HEPPENSTAL this "GIFT" is "GIVEN" when CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES! -21-
"CHARACTER" = can "CHARACTER" be "GIVEN" as a "GIFT" or is it the "WORK" of a "LIFETIME?" CT 61. MH 452.

Will you DISCOURAGE your Loved ones = BLAST their HOPES FOREVER = by telling them they CANNOT=BUILD=FORM=DEVELOP a CHARACTER? Set them in CARNAL SECURITY with the FAIRY TALE that "CHARACTER" will be "GIVEN" as a "GIFT" when Christ-Messiah comes? In spite of 20 Statements that this is a HOAX, a LIE, and a DECEPTION! 4T:429. SD 9.

Just what value do you place on your Soul and the Souls of others? Just what will you DO about this Subject? Will you STUDY it? Look up the INDEX.

At this moment = I am no more Prepared than you are to meet this bold Deception by HEPPENSTALL= BABYLON=BRINSMEADE. The BRASH claim that "YOU=WILL=NEVER=ANYWHERE= FIND" a single statement by Ellen White in which she says = "PRIOR=TO=THE=SECOND=COMING=OF=CHRIST" that they have "REACHED=THE=STANDARD." p.19.

Yet in his inimical Style = Tongue=In=Cheek declares there=are=such! Will you undertake to PROVE = one way or the other = WHO=IS=RIGHT? BRINSMEADE p.18 or BRINSMEADE p.19 = ???

The entire Church + Awakening is taking this NEW LINE "Johnny-come-lately" newfangled "Gospel" and Laodicean "INNOVATION." Teaching "IN COMMON" with BABYLON as so clearly PREDICTED in GC 443-5. What position do you take? Are the Saints without fault BEFORE Christ comes?

WHAT ABOUT IT?

(1) Is not the SEALING before Christ comes?
(2) Does not the Decree go forth = "He that is FILTHY = let him REMAIN filthy" = BEFORE the 7 Last Plagues? Is that not long BEFORE Christ comes?
(3) Does not that SAME Decree say = "He that is HOLY = let him REMAIN HOLY" = is not this in the BIBLE? Is not this in the TESTIMONIES? That they are "HOLY" = "Now they have REACHED that STANDARD!" And this is BEFORE Christ comes! It is at the SEALING! That they are "WITHOUT FAULT" before the LAW and the THRONE of God! Do you DENY this? Will you WITNESS PUBLICLY for this TRUTH? To the "NEWFANGLED" Seventh-day Adventist Church and the Ministers who seem to have Lost their Way and do=not=know=the=Answers!
HOW WOULD YOU PROCEED TO ANSWER THIS PROUD BOASTER? That dares say the Spirit of Prophecy "NEVER ANYWHERE" said the Saints would "HAVE REACHED THE STANDARD" before the "SECOND COMING OF CHRIST!" p.19.

**THE SEAL OF THE LIVING GOD.**

| SM 1:66. | living RIGHTEOUS receive PRIOR to Close of Probation. They are RIGHTEOUS. |
| 6T:166. | SEALED by a "SPECIAL MESSAGE!" |
| 5T:214. | CHARACTER has not one SPOT or STAIN on it. |
| 7BC 980. | They are SANCTIFIED = PERFECT. |
| 7BC 970. | like Christ in CHARACTER. |
| SD 342. | morally CLEAN. |
| TM 445. | OVERCOME world, flesh, and Devil. |
| EW 71. | Reflect Christ's image FULLY. |
| 7BC 968. | just BEFORE Time of Trouble. |
| EW 89,118. | SEALED by THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE. |
| EW 279. | ENDS with close of THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE. |
| CG477. | God expects from His people. |
| DA 357. | God sees His people clothed in. |
| 2T:170. | How to reach PERFECTION. |
| 2T:479. | LADDER of PERFECTION. |
| 4T:567. | POSSIBLE for man to ATTAIN. |
| COL 315. | God requires from His children. |
| 5BC 1085. | requires PERFECTION in CHARACTER-BUILDING. |
| AA 566. | God's highest ideal for His people. DA 311. |
| AA 531. | no one need fail of ATTAINING. |
| 5T:500. | is LIFE LONG WORK. |
| DA 311-2. | Plan of Redemption is to restore man to. |

The BRINSMEAD=HEPPENSTALL position is that we must WAIT for it with GROTHEER=WRIGHT till Christ comes = that means it comes by a "MIRACLE!" See CHARACTER in INDEX to see how many statements you can find that it does not come by MIRACLE = !!!

See also NATURE=DISPOSITION=ROBE=MAN=SANCTIFICATION.

How can PERFECTION or CHARACTER be "GIVEN" when Christ comes when all who are NOT=PERFECT=BEFORE He comes are DESTROYED=BEFORE=HE=COMES! SG 3:82-3, SoP 1:82-4. PP 339

These Truths will "ONLY MADDEN" the Carnal who do not intend to give up one Sin! EW 272. GC 607,614. Will MADDEN Seventh-day Adventist church Leaders. 5T:212-3.TM 56,70.
The final Brinsmead THRUST at the HEART of the Third Angel's Message:

"The Spirit of Prophecy...is a GIFT that is appointed to us in the Time of our MINORITY, in the Time of our IMMATURELLY...Paul points out in Galatians that the LAW was something given in the Time of our MINORITY, when we were under twenty-one, as it were, BEFORE we were GROWN UP...So it is with the gift of the Spirit of Prophecy." p.20. DURANBAH DIGEST.

IF you can DIGEST it = otherwise you are still Wet behind the Ears. (For Restricted Circulation.)

For to try again with the "BIG 3" Leaders of this Church, as KD+S (FROOM, MAXWELL, NICHOLS) tried in KEY '73 = their failure in no wise slows up the HEPPENSTALLS, BRINSMEADIAMS, nor GROTHEERS = who are going to take 144,000 Adventists together with MULTITUDES that no CLEVELAND can NUMBER = into the Promised Land. Because the "Congregation is HOLY (SAVED!) every one of them!" SAVED without LAW! SAVED without any SPECIAL MESSAGE! SAVED by teaching "IN COMMON" with BABYLON! GC 443-5.

SAVED by RIGHTEOUSNESS and CHARACTER being draped upon them from the OUTSIDE without any INSIDE CHANGE! This is the Doctrine of the SPURGEONS, MOODIES, who won the Beer-Hall crowd = as will HEPPENSTALL-BRINSMEAD also. If the Lord allows them to live that long.

There is little doubt but what the COMMON Herd will fall for that Babylonish Sophistry. No LAW can be kept= so why TRY? No CHARACTER can be built = it is all by IMAGINATION alone = so why not IMAGINE we are "SAVED" just as we are? What an awakening these poor souls led astray by such Decoy's of Satan = are in for when they wake up = too late! We hope some of them will wake up now = that is why we write.

Read this Paper again and yet again = to get everything that is in it. See how Bro. B gives the Brush-off to those who want him to tell the lost souls in the other Churches = the Truth about =

(A) The Law and the Sabbath. The Sanctuary Message.
(B) The State of the Dead = the Truth about Hell.
"Faith does not eliminate foresight." = Selected.

The great attempt of Heppenstall-Brinsmead is to downgrade the keeping of the Law or the building of a Character. Thus it is all by Faith "ALONE." And what you believe about Hell = God couldn't care less because what the other Churches teach is the in-thing. They have the "Gospel" in their "COMMON FAITH."

QUESTION: Does the Babylonish HEPPENSTALL School = as he learned well in the Babylonish Seminaries = and as Old Balaam = bringing that into the Camp of the Saints = does he and Brother RDB = actually BELIEVE what the Testimonies brought was INFANTILE (as he so clearly says!) = or is their FIRST real object to "WIN" Multitudes? That they want to move: "...to the great CENTER STAGE of action that prophecy indicates will be the final place of the Advent movement." p.20.

Would either he or his Moderator = like to show us just WHERE is this great "LIGHT" found in the other Church CREEDS? That Adventists will lead them? Surely he is not going to fall back on the Pablum found in the Spirit of Prophecy? for that one? Because it is simply NOT-THERE!

He talks about PROPHECY = here is =

PROPHECY:

GC 464 = the Subject is "MODERN REVIVALS" = the CENTER stage of Action = is NOT the "MOVEMENT" shown on that page. There is a "MOVEMENT" to "COME." Not the Adventist Movement = not any other CONTEMPORARY "MOVEMENT" = for this particular "MOVEMENT" does not exist! It is destined + predicted to "COME."

GC 464 = but the important thing to note is = while its appearance on the Stage of Action is delayed = another "MOVEMENT" takes the Limelight.

GC 464-473 = here the very Doctrines of the great "COUNTER FEIT" are listed + catalogued. It is the BRINSMEAD LINE! Every detail of it = (1) INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION ("I am Saved!") = (2) FAITH ALONE = (3) ONLY BELIEVE = (4) NO FURTHER EFFORT = (5) DENYING THE AUTHORITY OF THE (cursed!) LAW = (6) SINLESS BY PROXY.

GC 461-463 = the Shallow will flock to it. Like they would to any other Freak Side-Show that deals in EMOTIONALISM without CHARACTER.

GC 464 = mingling of the True with the False will gain large Accessions to the Churches = whose DARKNESS is now GREATER than it ever was. It is another spirit.
Two Officers of the German Reform Movement =  
Elder John Baer = SDA Reform Movement - Eastern Canadian 
Field, RR#3, Puslinch, Ont. L84 7L4  
Elder Addriam R. Beman = SDA Reform Movement - Eastern 
U.S. Field, 9136 Honeoye Road, Hemlock, New York. 14466.

Came, as over a Dozen before them = to convert the Ohio 
Group over to their version of "REFORM." A Tape was made. 
Ann DeMichael replied very well to them, having had some 
Experience by this time. It was frankly quite confusing 
as to what their Message was. In the course of events 
and after some Letters - there is this one: 

Dear Sister DeMichael: 

I received your letter today, and I appreciate the 
time which you spent in producing it. It certainly must 
have taken some time. I am not sure just what you hoped 
to accomplish with the message, and I cannot, therefore, 
respond to it in a sensible manner. 

I believe that I have a suggestion which might prove 
helpful to you in the future. I have noticed that even 
the softest and kindest of messages can become very of-
fensive when methods of emphasis are employed, such as 
capitalization of words or sentences, and underlining. 
It immediately suggests that the person to whom one is 
writing is thought to be incapable of understanding what 
he reads. It also has the same effect as shouting or 
screaming, which indicates impatience or anger, and that 
excites a similar reaction. This practice also makes it 
harder to read what is written. 

The tapes which you sent some time ago have presented 
a problem to me. I consider them to be a serious misre-
presentation of christianity, and I do not want to be re-
ponsible for their promulgation. As you know, I did not 
ask for this material, and have no use for it. I shall 
be very happy to return to you these tapes, if I may 
first have permission to erase the message they contain. 
May the Lord forgive, and seek to enlighten, this man 
and his followers. 

Please forgive me for being so frank and, perhaps 
unkind. I do not have a closed mind. I am thoroughly con-
vinced, however, that anything which has practically
nothing kind to say about anyone or anything except the one who is speaking just cannot be from the Lord. I am also certain that the person who humbly and faltering makes mistakes in an effort to serve God is in a far safer condition than the man who attempts to show how stupid he is for making the mistakes.

(Was it Old Eli or Doddering Aaron or understanding Jezebel = who saw the "Humble" Hophni and Phinehas and the fornicating worshippers whirl their partners around the Golden Calf = who making "an effort to serve God" were so horribly "misunderstood" by the likes of Moses and Elijah? Or did they have them figured = only too well!)

When Jesus said "Search the Scriptures", it was not so that His hearers would be able to ridicule and slander others; it was because"they are they which testify of" Him. Knowledge is worthless for salvation unless it is applied. True knowledge makes one teachable, humble, and never unduly critical or unkind.

I hope that you will accept these words in the spirit in which they are written, because I feel no malice. I am very concerned for your eternal welfare, because I believe that you are building on something other than the eternal Rock, Christ Jesus.

Most earnestly, your brother,
(Signed)
Addrian R. Beman.

PROVERBIAL ADVENTIST DOUBLE-TALK. I believe you are worshipping the Devil for sure = but I feel: "NO MALICE!!" Reach for the Air-Bag! Das is zum Kotzen!

ANN DeMICHAEL REPLY = (edited...) Youngstown, Ohio.

Dear Br. Addrian R. Beman:

Take notice that when Sr. White attacked someone; raked him over the Coals - too often it did NOT help that person. It only OFFENDED them! Only made them endless Enemies. And she no doubt knew this before she started. Then why did she do it? Because she was not speaking to that person alone. She was speaking as well to those on the side lines and listening and watching, and evaluating what was going on.

So therefore when we attack the TEACHING of certain individuals, it is not with any degree of Hope whatso-
ever that one so hardened in SIN = will be CONVERTED. It is rather for the benefit of those who are innocent-ly standing by on the sidelines and are in DANGER of be-ing taken in by this SMOOTH OPERATOR! So therefore we present the LIGHT which exposes the ERROR. We do not ex-pect the Agents of DARKNESS to appreciate this Principle.

Now you have heard in the Adventist Church so many times: don't deal with Error. And they will pick out certain quotations in the Spirit of Prophecy where they were warned not to deal with certain KINDS of Error. Not to deal with CANRIGHT. Because his mind-boggling arguments were akin to SPIRITUALISM! And they knew he was ATTACKING the LAW of God = so why would a believer want to look in-to THAT? In no uncertain terms she warns, have nothing to do with SPIRITIST SENTIMENTS! The same with PANTHEISM that some are looking into today. KEEP CLEAR! Have noth-ing to do with them lest they overpower + overcome you. Those warnings are there = but keep them in their context!

"My MESSAGE to you is: No longer consent to listen without PROTEST to the perversion of Truth. UNMASK the pretentious Sophistries..." SM 1:196. B 2:15. 1904.

"ERRONEOUS THEORIES are presented in so PLEASING a way that unless CARE is taken,(they would deceive the very Elect!) MANY will be MISLED." SM 1:202. B2:52. Old GW 206. [We believe this is so important we feel like SCREAMING this Warning! "...and they study to get some-thing NEW, something GREAT, and to have their words EXACT to the ear and PLEASING to man, and God's Spirit LEAVES them...and they are LEFT to the buffetings of Satan." EW 116. And they will PLEASE each other into the 7 Last Plagues!"For do I now...seek to PLEASE men, I should NOT be the Servant of Christ." Gal.1:10. AA 394.A5:468.]

"MEET IT!" = FULL STEAM AHEAD!

"Shortly before I sent out the Testimonies regarding the efforts of the Enemy to undermine the FOUNDATION of our FAITH through the dissemination of SEDUCTIVE THEORIES, I had read an incident about a Ship in a fog meeting an ICEBERG...An Authoritive Voice cried out,"MEET IT!"... The Engineer put on full steam, and the man at the wheel steered the ship STRAIGHT into the ICEBERG. With a CRASH she struck the Ice. There was a fearful shock, and the iceberg broke into many pieces, falling with a noise like thunder to the deck. The passengers were violently SHAKEN by the force of the collision, but no lives were lost." SM 1:205-6. 1904. [The SHAKEing causes NO LIVES LOST!]
STRAIGHT INTO THE LAODICEAN ICEBERG TESTIMONY!

"Well I knew the meaning of this representation. I had my ORDERS. I had heard the words, like a voice from our Captain, "MEET IT!" I knew what my DUTY was, and that there was not-a-moment-to-lose. The Time for decided ACTION had come. I must without delay OBEY the command, "MEET IT!"... regarding the ERRORS that were coming in among us." SM 1:206. 1904. B2:54-7.

Then she goes into "The FIRM FOUNDATION of our Faith." so there is something that FAITH has. It has a "FOUNDATION!"

Now those who are not able to tell the Difference -- what is wrong with them? Well, they do not have the Spirit of God. "He that DOETH the Will of My Father in Heaven = he shall KNOW of the Doctrine." And how is anyone going to "KNOW of the Doctrine" when from every side, all around us, we are being shot at with the overwhelming DELUSIONS of the LAST DAYS? And there seems to be no one that will Stand Up and "MEET IT!" But when we do meet it = some will choose and take the Right Side. This is God's Order. We are not deceived into thinking that we are going to Win some Innumerable MULTITUDES! That a great flock of Seventh-day Adventists + Reformers are going to come over on our Side! That we are going to have a glorious MOVEMENT take place. "The Enemy of souls has sought to bring in the SUP-POSITION that a GREAT REFORMATION was to take place among Seventh-day Adventists..." SM 1:204. B2:54.

We will leave it to Houteff or Brinsmead to propogate that Delusion of the DEVIL! Because we know: "You must go with the FEW; for the MULTITUDE will choose the downward path." MB 138. So we are NOT worried if the MULTITUDE reject this Message. "This will be our TEST!" 5T:136.

"THE FOUNDATION OF OUR FAITH."

"The Track of TRUTH lies close beside the Track of ERROR. And BOTH Tracks may seem to be ONE to MINDS which are NOT worked by the Holy Spirit, and which, therefore, are-not-QUICK to discern the DIFFERENCE between Truth and Error." SM 1:202.

"The SIN of Presumption lies close beside the VIRTUE of Perfect Faith and Confidence in God... PRESUMPTION. Upon this Point many souls are WRECKED. Satan tried to deceive Christ through FLATTERY." SM 1:282. [So let us BEWARE of any Doctrine CALCULATED to puff up fleshly minds = to their own Destruction. We cannot stand it! Beware.]
"And this I say, lest any man should BEGUILE you with enticing words...BEWARE lest any man spoil you through PHILOSOPHY and VAIN DECEIT, after the TRADITIONS of men, after the rudiments of the World, and not after Christ."

THE TRUE FOUNDATION.

("ADD to your Faith = KNOWLEDGE."")"The KNOWLEDGE of God, ...works TRANSFORMATION of CHARACTER...it will re-create the soul...In every Generation and in every land the TRUE FOUNDATION for CHARACTER-BUILDING has been the same, = the PRINCIPLES contained in the Word of God. The only SAFE and SURE rule is to DO what God says. "The Statutes of the Lord are right," and "he that DOETH these things shall never be moved."It was with the Word of God that the apostles MET the FALSE THEORIES of their day, say-
ing,"Other FOUNDATION can no man lay than that is laid."
...Paul reminded them...keep their PLEDGE." AA 475-6.

WHERE THE WHOLE ADVENTIST WORLD IS TODAY DECEIVED = WHAT TO DO ABOUT NATURE = ??? CHANGED BY A FLASH OF OVER-HEATED SOPHISTY AT THE "NEW BIRTH" OR IN THE JUDGMENT HOUR? OR WHEN MAXWELL'S "CHRIST" COMES * ???

"The Colossian believers PLEDGED themselves to put away beliefs + practices...Paul...entreated them NOT TO FORGET that in order to KEEP-THEIR-PLEDGE, they must put forth CONSTANT EFFORT against the evils...A CHANGE wrought by the Word of God...the Christian is not there-
for to fold his hands, CONTENT with that which has=been= accomplished=for=him. He who has DETERMINED...

(Here many Stumble. Just because they know we are not to SAY or to FEEL that we are "SAVED!" Which is the SIN next to the UNFORGIVABLE SIN! COL 154-5. This is NOT to say that we PLAN, and we HOPE, and we are DETERMINED TO BE SAVED! Not YESTERDAY = but TOMORROW.)

THE DAILY = DAY BY DAY.

"He who has DETERMINED to enter the spiritual king-
dom will=find=that [Yes! Bro. Beman = SHOUT IT!]will=
find=that all the POWERS and PASSIONS of unregenerate
NATURE...NATURE...NATURE...

"Unregenerate NATURE, backed by the forces of the
kingdom of DARKNESS, are ARRAYED against him. EACH=DAY=
HE=MUST=RENEW=HIS=CONSECRATION, EACH=DAY=DO=BATTLE=
WITH=EVIL..." AA 476-7. 1911.
(Here is where the self-confessed "AWAKENING" comes in to it's own. Leaving the beaten Track, falling off the Path cast above the Earth = down into the WRIGHT pit = the WRONG hole = the BRINSMEAD cesspool = the BED-TIME STORY MAXWELL Fairy-Tale Myth = and all other APOSTATES from the Third Angel's Message; that if you ABACADABRA the right words = PRESTO! and EUREKA! it will be "NATURAL" and "EASY" to live the Victorious Life! But far, far, from it! This is when the Powers of Demons REALLY go to Work, as in "Pilgrim"s Progress" and as old time Ministers WARNED us at Baptism. Unless we KNOW this and are ARMED and READY = we will be Overwhelmed.)

GO BY GOD'S WORD:
"He who has DETERMINED to ENTER the spiritual kingdom will find that all the POWERS and PASSIONS of unregenerate NATURE, backed by the forces of the kingdom of DARKNESS, are ARRAYED against him. EACH DAY HE MUST RENEW his consecration, EACH DAY DO BATTLE WITH EVIL. Old Habits, hereditary TENDENCIES TO WRONG, will strive for the Mastery, and AGAINST these he is to be ever on Guard, STRIVING in Christ's strength for Victory. "Mortify therefore your members which are upon the earth," PAUL wrote to the Colossians; "in the which ye have walked sometime, when ye lived in them. But now YE also PUT OFF all these: ... And let the Peace of God rule in your Hearts..." AA 476-7.

HOW TO OVERCOME = THE PROCESS = HOW TO RECOVER THE RULE OF SELF = HERE ARE THE STEPS TO CHRIST AND VICTORY = THERE IS NO OTHER WAY =

"EACH DAY he must RENEW his consecration, EACH DAY do battle with evil...In his EFFORTS to reach God's Ideal for him, the Christian is to despair of NOTHING. Moral and spiritual PERFECTION, through the GRACE and POWER of Christ, is promised to ALL...In our behalf He sets in operation the ALL-POWERFUL AGENCIES OF HEAVEN! (SHOUT IT, Bro. Beman!) At every STEP we touch His=living=POWER...human beings, purified + sanctified...let us give thanks to Him...who hath translated us into the Kingdom." AA 477-8.

(We quote that last Line for one reason only = those who become "DRUNK but not with Wine." on prophetic Opiates = unable to Paralyze or appreciate Symbolic Robing of Spiritual Hope = go off on Tangents and Mono-Maniasm = imagine they are:"COMPLETE!" "SINLESS!" "NOTHING WANTING!" let them now also IMAGINE that they are "TRANSLATED" as well! Or else join the FUTILITARIANS.) -56-
THE MAIN PURPOSE OF OUR WORK = To Study the "EVENTS" in their Order = to be Prepared for the Crisis Hours of the Last Days. The Third Angel's Message = is, above all = a Message of PREPARATION. We do not intend to be found in this Fix:

"We are coming right upon the Time when Satan is to work with all manner of bewitching influences, and those who are CHARMED by them NOW = or give them the least countenance NOW = will be all ready to be swept right in to ACT a PART with the Devil THEN." SM 2:51.

Where is your Literature giving that Warning = ???

"The last great Delusion is soon to open before us. ANTICHRIST is to perform his marvelous works in our sight...NONE but those who have FORTIFIED the mind with the Truths of the Bible will STAND through the LAST GREAT CONFLICT. To every soul will come the searching Test, Shall I obey God rather than MEN? The decisive hour is even now at hand...in the Prophecies the Future is opened before us as plainly as it was opened to the disciples by the words of Christ. The EVENTS connected with the CLOSE of PROBATION and the Work of PREPARATION for the Time of Trouble, are clearly presented. But MULTITUDES have no more understanding of these important TRUTHS than if they had never been revealed. Satan watches to catch away every impression that would make them WISE unto Salvation, and the Time of Trouble will find them UNREADY." GC 594. 1911.

TELL THIS TO MAXWELL =

"Those professed believers who come up to the Time of Trouble UNPREPARED, will, in their despair, confess their sins before all in words of burning anguish, while the wicked exult over their distress. THE=CASE=OF=ALL=SUCH=IS=HOPELESS...Those who have delayed a PREPARATION for the day of God cannot obtain it in the Time of Trouble, or at any future period...Angels cannot protect them from the WRATH of their ENEMIES." SG 3:134-5,196.

For 100 Years = Adventist Leaders have been stating that the Lord is "WAITING" for a "QUALITY PEOPLE" to arise in Laodicea = to give the "LOUD CRY." REFORM LEADERS have been standing idly by = allowing this Superstition to go thru Church + Reform. NOT KNOWING THAT THE CHURCH
HAS CAST OUT "GOD'S PEOPLE" = their own figures show 395,000 in 5 Years = GC Session 1970 to Vienna 1975! (R&H. July 14, 1975. p.7. (811)). Where is your Literature showing clearly that the Lord is Coming to "GATHER THE OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL!" Isa. 11:11-2,16. 37:31. 65:5. 56:8. Jer. 8:2. 11:23. Ps. 147:2. Eze.6:... RH A5:398. A6:186. EW 69,74-5,261. We have looked for your Literature clearly setting forth these Truths = we have failed to find it. Instead some URIAH SMITH Lullabies.

SOME HISTORY = SOME FACTS.

40 Years of FROOM = brought this Denomination into the unbelievable Spectacle of "THRUSTING" the "LOUD CRY" as an APPENDIX to their Lord and Master's (BILLY GRAHAM and the CATHOLICS) in his manufactured "KEY '73!"). Where is your Literature AGAINST that MOCKERY = before or after '73 = ??? And the MAXWELL BOOK that went along with it? We saw to it that your Leaders obtained this Information. What did they do with it? Give it to your Members in some Back-Room? Had this LIGHT under a Bushel? As you did with the Information we gave you re: "OPERATION WHITE-COAT?". And who started the last TWO WORLD WARS?

LIFE MAGAZINE = LUSITANIA. Oct. 13, 1972. (by religious JEWS! "NONE DARE CALL IT CONSPIRACY" = 3 copies $2.o0. CONCORD PRESS, PO Box 2686, Seal Beach, Calif. 90740. (True JEWS!)

RUNAWAY BEST SELLER! 5,000,000 in Print! We gave this information to your SCHIMPFS YEARS AGO = but so far have heard NARY=A=WORD! No Wonder the Lord will choose OTHERS!

"They have a ZEAL of God, but not according to KNOWLEDGE." Romans 10:2. "The heart of him that UNDERSTANDETH seeketh KNOWLEDGE: but the mouth of FOOLS feedeth on FOOLISHNESS." Proverbs 15:14. "My people are DESTROYED for lack of KNOWLEDGE: because thou hast rejected KNOWLEDGE, I will also reject thee, that thou shalt be NO=PRIEST=UNTO=ME... Hear ye this, O priests... They shall go with their FLOCKS and with their HERDS to seek the Lord; but they shall not find Him; He hath withdrawn Himself from them." Hosea 4:6. 5:1,6. See EGW explanation. PT 45,64,79. RH A1:21.

Since we have too many "DUMB DOGS THAT WILL NOT BARK" = 5T:211-2. The Adventist Leaders pick themselves up from the SHAME and the DISGRACE and the IGNORANCE of KEY '73 = raise 2 MILLION $ in Vienna = to try again! And German
Reform stands by = NEUTRAL (8T:155. 4T: 213. NL 68.)
TONGUE-TIED = apparently couldn't care less! And we contribute part of that LETHARGY to their "144,000 since 1844" Dogma. Might as well join the JW's and have 144,000 since Christ. Making the SEALING MESSAGE AND CRISIS of non-effect by that URIAH SMITH TRADITION. And saving the "LAODICEAN" (LAST = ADVENTIST) = Church along with GROTHEER and all the Rest. (Pharisees and Sadducees.)

With the SEALING to take place: "SILENTLY, UNNOTICED as the MIDNIGHT THIEF." GC 491. "SOON = none know how SOON." GC 490. 1911. But "REFORM" knows how SOON! Not SILENT! Not UNNOTICED! but it has been going on since 1844! Thus dragging the most climatic EVENT in the History of the Universe = making it of NON-EFFECT by the Traditions of the DOERCHLERS - NICOLICIS - SCHIMPF - so that the Multitudes are UNPREPARED for the Day when it is ALL OVER FOR ADVENTISTS! (At the Sunday Law.) 9T: 97. And they will know it not. GC 615.

GROTHEER also comes in our midst = SDA Probation over = 1967! This was his FIRST burden at the IRELAND-GROTHEER MEETINGS = 1975.

DOUGLASS was chosen by PIERSON to White-Wash '73 = and once again make them LUKEWARM again with the Old Reliable Yarn = "God is WAITING for a Quality people" and then the "LOUD CRY" will be given by a Church FORSAKEN and GIVEN UP = in 1967!

GROTHEER WRITES = (The SDA Church has passed the Boundary of Hope in 1967 as a: "corporate Body." Still in 1974 said Grotheer attends the "BIBLE CONFERENCES" for SDA Ministers only = comes to Pennsylvania with the News:)
"The conclusions by Douglass are RIGHTLY stated..."Jesus delays His coming, WAITING for a QUALITY PEOPLE." p.1.
"THE HARVEST PRINCIPLE" = THOUGHT PAPER. March 1975.

GERMAN REFORM = what has your Organization done to tell these Laodiceans the meaning of: "CHURCH?" If God is WAITING for His "CHURCH" = COL 69. Could that be the 11th. Hour men whom NO CHURCH WOULD HIRE = not even German Reform = so Christ calls them in the 11th. Hour.
COL 399. To give the MIDNIGHT CRY = which is the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS = COL 406. Where that mysterious "PROCESSION" suddenly appears out of nowhere! And any "WISE" enough in Church or Reform = "JOIN" them! And the "DOOR IS SHUT!" COL 406. -59-
OUR MISSION.

You say you do not understand our Mission or Message = ???.
It will be abundantly clear when the GROTHEER + GERMAN
REFORM followers wake up to find: "The HARVEST is PAST,
the SUMMER is ENDED, and we are not Saved." Jer.8:20.

Then their people will turn on the FALSE WATCHMEN WHAT
OF THE NIGHT = and tear them limb from limb. EW 282.GC 556.

BECAUSE far from "WAITING" for that Laodician Church to
give the Loud Cry = which she never does = He is WAITING
for "GOD'S PEOPLE" [The 11th. Hour men] = to give the
"SLEEPING PREACHERS PREACHING TO A SLEEPING CHURCH" =
2T:337,439. 8T:37,160,252,304. 3T:254,473. 5T:454,457.
one Last Call to the Marriage Supper, lest they SLEEP
the SLEEP OF DEATH! 1T:466,263. TM 443. 9T:40. 6T:166.
And He is NOT waiting for any Laodician or Reform Church,
or their SLEEPING LEADERS, because as far as they are
concerned:

READY OR NOT: "PREPARED or UNPREPARED, they must all meet
it." AA 431-2.

THE MAIN PURPOSE OF OUR WORK = ???

(A) What are the EVENTS = in their ORDER = ???
(B) Does "SPEWN OUT" mean "GOING THRU?"
(C) How is Character built? or can it not be built?
(D) Is it given as a "GIFT" (Awakening "GIFT?") or built?
(E) Is there a SEALING? and a Close of Probation?
(F) Or does Probation remain OPEN for MAXWELL and the
AWAKENING and BABYLON's "CHRIST" to come?
(G) Is a Church gone to the Devil on Drugs = does that
Tree bear forth GOOD DOCTRINAL FRUIT? TM 409.
(H) "I saw that the GREATER the LIGHT which the people
reject, the GREATER will be the Power of DECEPTION
and DARKNESS which will come upon them." 1T:232.
(I) "There are FEARFUL WOES for those who Preach the Truth,
but are not SANCTIFIED by it,(TM 409) and ALSO for
those who consent to RECEIVE and MAINTAIN the UNSANCT-
IFIED to MINISTER to them in Word and Doctrine...
For the turning away of the SIMPLE shall SLAY them."
1T:261-3.
(J) We believe this should be EMPHASIZED from the MOST
HOLY PLACE and the PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH.
(K) We believe this is the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE.
(L) We believe this is "MY FIRST VISION." EW 14-5.
(M) We believe this is all summed up in the "TEN VIRGIN
PARABLE." Are you Teaching it? -60- Why not?
(N) The greatest "EVENTS" of all = are the PREDICTIONS clearly set forth by the Pen of EGW = showing what Church + Reform Leaders would be doing + teaching in the SEALING TIME = that would decide them to be "...unfit to enter the mansions above." TM 447.

"...rotten timbers in their CHARACTER-BUILDING." 446.

(O) FEW of them will be employed in the LAST WORK. 5T:80.

(P) They will be cut down in their Tracks. 5T:212.

(Q) As well as "ALL" who listen to them. 5T:211.

(R) They will UNITE with BILLY GRAHAM. 5T:463.

(S) The TRUE people of God will be perhaps: "ALONE." 463.

(T) The LARGE CLASS will "JOIN" BILLY GRAHAM. GC 608.

(U) Are you Teaching this = PROVING this = DOCUMENTING this = NOT the Catholics = NOT the GOVERNMENT = but our "MOST BITTER ENEMIES" will be CHURCH + REFORM! Our "FORMER BRETHREN." GC 608.

(V) They will prepare the way for the "IMAGE TO THE BEAST." GC 444. Why do people write that we are the only ones showing that ADVENTISTS will KEEP SUNDAY! From all around the World. GC 608. 5T:463.

(W) And the NAME is given under which they will do this: The NAME adopted by PROOFS-WEEKS in 1966 = "EVANGELICAL" = and Teaching "IN COMMON" with BILLY GRAHAM in an "EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE" now called: "NEO-EVANGELICALS" = (NAE) "NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EVANGELICALS." They went to Germany in 1966 to lay their Plans for the Confederacy = 3-fold Union. KEY '73.

(X) This is the as far as they can go = "OMEGA OF APOSTASY." SM 1:193-208. We are to "MEET IT!"

(Y) They will deny all the Sanctuary Truths as they have done in the AWAKENING and with that MAXWELL BOOK. It seems you do not care about either one.

(Z) Those who go OUT of the Most Holy Place are SEALED = on the wrong Side. 1846 BROADSIDE. EW 56. Why do you not seem to care a Snap of the Fingers about this nor the CHANGING of the TESTIMONIES as done by the Adventist Leadership? Your URIAH SMITH!

Did you read our "FOREWORD TO 1884 GREAT CONTROVERSY?" 5,000 went around the World. No one has denied one thing in them. OUR GREATEST ENEMIES ARE PROVING TO BE REFORM LEADERS. PROUD = HAUGHTY = INSUFFERABLE.

Contrary to SDA DOUGLASS and SDA GROTHER = there is only ONE thing standing in the way of the LOUD CRY. Do you know what it is = ??? -61-
"Contrary to any human planning." TM 300, 66, 237, 206, 208, 507. (Webster: Contrary = the very opposite of) any FROOM=HOUTEFF=DOUGLASS=GROTHEER=BRINSMED=PIERSON=LAODICEAN=SDA=planning. It will neither be POPULAR nor BIG. It will be "One Light will light another Light = and thus the World will be lighted with His Glory." "We are not saved in Groups." GC 490. (How the Organizationalists HATE God's Promises to the blessed INDIVIDUAL!)

WHEN THIS REFORMATION BEGINS =

"When this Reformation begins...Those who have NOT been living in Christian Fellowship (NOT been going to Church AT ALL!) will draw close to one another. ONE MEMBER working in right lines will lead OTHER MEMBERS to UNITE with him...The Lord will co-operate with His Servants." 8T:251. EW 222. 5T:81. GC 598. Series A:98. GC 171. MH 180. TM 514-5. 7T:101. 6T:470. 9T:126. PK 154,187.

These 11th. Hour men begin the MIDNIGHT CRY which is the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the LAODICEANS. Which they will Hate with perfect Hatred. As the JEWS hated it when the FISHERMEN took over. As the CATHOLICS hated it when the PROTESTANTS took over, and gave the same Message:

"Go ye OUT to meet Him!" COL 406. The "WISE" = "JOIN" the "THRONG" also called: "PROCESSION" and with that the Door of Probation on Adventists + Reformers who stay with their corrupt Priests = will be over. This "Generation of Vipers" also called: "Synagogue of Satan" who had CLOSED COMMUNION = will bow at the Saints feet who = "COULD wash one another's feet." EW 15.

This Midnight Cry SDA Sealing Message = is NEXT in the Plan of God. If not half over already. And the FALSE REFORMATION destined to come BEFORE THE TRUE. (GC 464) with the Doctrines listed in GC 464-473 = was that not the AWAKENING that took over 90% of "REFORM"?= a Re-Grouping of the SHEPHERD'S RODS = went BACK to the Church and gave the only "LOUD CRY" they will ever see = KEY '73. Those who were not AGAINST it - were FOR it! Unfortunately there is a DIFFERENCE between being IDEALISTIC and being REALISTIC. NOT ONE ADVENTIST OR REFORM "PARTY" IS RIGHT. NOT ONE. EW 124,240. Neither will they accept the Message as a "PARTY" = but only as one by one INDIVIDUALS who thus compose an all New Movement. "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME." GC 464. But in the SEALING TIME: "Satan was try-
ing his EVERY ART to HOLD them WHERE they WERE." EW 44. With a magnificent "COUNTERFEIT!" GC 464. THE OMEGA.
THAT MAXWELL BOOK is taking the grand lead in this GREAT APOSTASY. RDB-FTW-HMSR-"Faith for Today" are all small fry trying to get into the Act by teaching the SAME THINGS. "No Effort!" "Faith ALONE!" "ONLY believe!" "I am Saved!" "I am HOLY-SINLESS!" 144,000 Tribe of Laodicea = will be SEALED! All 12 Tribes rolled into ONE! But above all - is the Subject of CHARACTER. Is it BUILT? Or draped on from the OUTSIDE = like a BLANKET? Or does it Reflect CHRIST'S RIGHTEOUSNESS from WITHIN? As a PART of us? Or do we remain forever FILTHY and "RIGHTEOUSNESS" only IMPUTED but never IMPARTED? Only make-believe? Thus a Plan to fool God? There are NONE that "...remain HOLY still?" For only the GODS are HOLY? As the Jews taught in the Days of their Redeemer. SOME separated.

COL 243-271. covers the Subject of JUSTIFICATION =
COL 245. the debt is CANCELED.
COL 247. but if we do not FORGIVE OTHERS - we cast away our Hope of Pardon.
COL 248. our Duty to REBUKE SHARPLY = that they may become SOUND in the FAITH. (Not just nebulous "FAITH" alone - but "SOUND FAITH" = a certain KIND of FAITH = with a "FOUNDATION." LS 80.

COL 251. as we measure to others - SO it will be measured to us again. Do we see our Brother in DARKNESS and let him REMAIN there? What kind of "SPIRIT" is that? Eze. 3 and 33.

COL 254. building BIGGER BARNs (bigger Churches, bigger Hospitals) = is not getting at the Root of Sin. The self-righteous "RICH" Laodicean is setting a Pharisaical aloofness that is not satisfying the Soul-Hunger of those who seek Mercy for Mercy = OIl for Oil = Spirit for Spirit.

COL 256. "Thou (rich) FOOL = this night thy soul shall be required of thee."

COL 257. piling up earthly Treasure for himself alone - "This man's aims were no higher than those of the Beasts that perish."

COL 258. Those who choose the EARTHLY must pass away with the EARTHLY. Missing the real TREASURE.

COL 260. "EFFORT" to build CHARACTER is laying up TREASURE in Heaven! MB 90. But all Segments of Church and Reform are denying EFFORT to make a PREPARATION and are being lulled into a
false and dangerous sense of security by such platitudes as:"I AM SAVED!" With virtually no voice of concern, alarm, or caution. But ADD to the Carnal Security with such things as the MAXWELL BOOK = which holds the Door of Probation OPEN till Christ-Messiah comes! Leaving only a small minority that Respect the Truth.

"...between us and you there is a GREAT GULF FIXED...Thus Christ represented the HOPELESSNESS of looking for a (MAXWELL) SECOND PROBATION."

Yes! there is a "GREAT GULF FIXED" between the Teaching of the Spirit of Prophecy on the SEALING of the 144,000 and those who deny this "FIRST VISION." One denial leads to another. From its inception the AWAKENING denied the MOST HOLY PLACE worship. Few realized that this opened the Door to the MAXWELL-HEPPENSTALL-BRINSMHEAD-GROTHEER Doctrines. No Character-Nature change till Christ comes! So UNITE with Billy Graham and the World and Drink the Heady Brew of "I AM SAVED!" Is there ONE Reform tract or magazine article AGAINST that Babylon Brew? No Wonder a Bolt of Lightning hit the GC President in KEY '73! R&H. August 9, 1973. p. 24. WISCONSIN CAMPGROUNDS. July 29.

"When the professed people of God are UNITING with the World...then, SUDDENLY as the LIGHTNING flashes from the Heavens, will come the END of their BRIGHT VISIONS and DELUSIVE HOPES." GC 338-9. DA 299,628-9,383,379,577,645.

This absorption ending in loss of Identity on one Cardinal Truth after the other, to be "IN COMMON" = ended as Pre-dicted. Is there ONE Reform article or sermon that so much as MENTIONS what appears to be the Sin unforgivable?

THE MOST HOLY PLACE.

"I saw one after another LEAVE the Company who WERE praying to Jesus in the HOLIEST, and go and JOIN those before the Throne, (EW 56) and they AT ONCE received the unholy influence of Satan." 1846 BROADSIDE. EGW-MR 29.

(We would like to SCREAM that Warning!)

Do you suppose they can go to such a Meeting = "JOIN" with the avowed Enemies of the Third Angel's Message = receive the Influence of Satan as shown above = then next Morning wake up as though nothing had happened? No. We do not believe anything of the kind. We believe they are "LEFT" by the Angels of God when they REFUSE to make an "EFFORT" or are INDIFFERENT to these WARNINGS. 1T:180-2.

This is what we think of this Message. -64-
LIGHT - LIGHT - LIGHT - LIGHT - LIGHT - LIGHT - LIGHT!

"And after these things I saw ANOTHER ANGEL come down with great POWER; and the Earth was LIGHTENED with his Glory.... BABYLON the Great is Fallen, is Fallen, and is become the Habitation of DEVILS!" Rev. 18:1.

THIS IS LIGHT - ???

CONDEMNATION IS LIGHT?

"...and raise their voices against the SINS of God's professed people... a gleam of LIGHT from Heaven drove the DARKNESS from his mind... He could then come to God FOR HIMSELF, not through POPES or CONFESSORS, but thru Jesus Christ ALONE.

"Oh, how precious to Luther was this NEW + GLORIOUS LIGHT which dawned upon his DARKENED UNDERSTANDING...

THE POWER OF THE HOLY SPIRIT?

"In the Power of the Holy Spirit he cried out against the existing SINS of the LEADERS of the Church; and as he met the Storm of Opposition from the Priests, his courage failed not... As he PUSHED the Battle closer + closer, the RAGE of the Priests was kindled still HOTTER against him. They did not want to be REFORMED...

"Luther + Melancthon, who could best GLORIFY GOD by LIVING + EXPOSING the SINS of Priests, Popes, and Kings.... Through these CHOSEN MEN, Rays of LIGHT began to scatter the DARKNESS, and very many JOYFULLY received the LIGHT and walked in it." EW 222-5.


The Reference you refer to - the one outstand-ing thing we will Notice when we get to Heaven = FEW CHURCH-LEADERS - will be there. I thought this might have been in Magen + Spaulding Collection, but my Cross-References failed to find it, nor could I locate it in other rare Books. Perhaps some one who Reads this will remember where it is - for I put it into the Reports at the Time. FEW CHURCH-LEADERS WILL BE THERE. So why do we Worship them - ??? (1)
A MORE POINTED TESTIMONY =

But rather than a somewhat INDIRECT Testimony, that speaks of all CHURCH-LEADERS from the Beginning of Time = IN GENERAL = what about a POINTED TESTIMONY that deals with PRESENT, Seventh-day Adventist CHURCH-LEADERS as we near the Close of Probation - ??? Will they be in the Kingdom any sooner than the HIGH-PRIESTS in Christ's Day?

Why do we regard them with such Unholy Awe = when we have this GLORIOUS=LIGHT=FROM=HEAVEN:

"In the last solemn work FEW great men will be engaged... HE=CANNOT=USE=THEM." 5T:80.

THIS WILL BE OUR TEST!

"The GREAT PROPORTION of those who now appear to be GENUINE and TRUE will prove to be BASE METAL... they will COWARDLY take the side of the OPPOSERS... To stand in defense of TRUTH + RIGHTEOUSNESS when the MAJORITY forsake us, to FIGHT the Battles of the Lord when CHAMPIONS are FEW = this will be our TEST." 5T:136.

"The men that have long stood in positions of TRUST while disregarding the LIGHT that God has given, are not to be depended upon. GOD=WANTS=THEM=TO=BE=REMOVED." Gen. Con... Bul. No.25. - 1901. p.9 BRISBIN BOOK. (Soon available again from RELIGIOUS liberty + TEMPERANCE ASSOC., Rt. 2, Box 128, Clarksville, Ark. 72830.)

"The people are learning that men in HIGH POSITIONS of responsibility CANNOT=BE=TRUSTED." TM 361.

"CEASE=YE=FROM=MAN." The Lord has a controversy with His people over this matter." TM 376.

"BEWARE how you place MEN where God should be... INDIVIDUALLY, we are to work out our OWN Salvation with FEAR and TREMBLING." TM 386.

"Of those who BOAST of their LIGHT, and yet fail to walk in it, Christ says... 'And thou, Capernaum (Seventh-day Adventists...) which art exalted unto Heaven... SHALT=BE=BRUGHT=DOWN=TO=HELL!' R&H. August 1,1893.

"In 1888 in the General Conference held in Minneapolis, Minn... the Angel of Revelation 18, came down to his work, and was ridiculed, criticized, and rejected, and when the Message he brings again will SWELL INTO a Loud Cry, it will AGAIN be ridiculed, and spoken against, and REJECTED BY=THE=MAJORITY." BRISBIN II. (2) B2:51. 2T:105. PP 104.
"NONE-BUT-THOSE who have fortified the mind with the
Truths of the Bible will STAND through the last great
conflict. To every soul will come the searching Question:
Shall I obey God rather than MEN?" GC 593-4.

"It was the INFLUENCE of such Teachers that led the
Jewish Nation to reject their Redeemer... Notwithstand-
ing the Bible is FULL=OF=WARNINGS against False Teachers,
many are ready thus to commit the keeping of their Souls
to the Clergy... place implicit confidence in the words
of their Ministers... SATAN... SECURES MULTITUDES." 596-7.

WHEN THE LAW OF GOD IS VOID.
"When the LAW of God is made VOID, THE CHURCH will be
SECKET by fiery trials, and a LARGER PROPORTION than we
now anticipate will give heed to SEDUCING spirits and
Doctrines of Devils." Ev.361. Letter 3, 1890.

THE FATAL CHOICE.
"UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS.... MANY will stand in our Pulpits
with the Torch of False Prophecy in their hands, kindled
from the hellish Torch of Satan." TM 409.

"WEAK-MINDED.... They act as though they had not an IN-
DIVIDUALITY. Their identity is submerged in others; they
are merely SHADOWS.... Unless they become sensible of
their wavering CHARACTER + correct it, they will ALL=
FAIL=OF=EVERLASTING=LIFE; they will be unable to cope
with the perils of the Last Days." 2T:130.

"Someone must be at their side to inform them whether
a foe or a friend is approaching. THEY=ARE=NOT=SPIRITUAL...
Said the Angel" "CURSED be the man that TRUSTETH in man,
and maketh FLESH his arm." A noble SELF-RELIANCE is
needed...." 2T:130.

"Men who stand in very responsible positions at the HEART
of the Work are ASLEEP. Satan has PARALYZED them... their
wily foe enters the Fort + works successfully by their
side TO TEAR DOWN... and they are so completely DECEIVED
that they know not that it is he." 2T:440.

"MINISTERS... Their hearts are CORRUPT, their hands UN-
CLEAN. Yet many are crying, "PEACE, PEACE!" 5T:78.

"The CHURCH is CORRUPT...." 5T:79.

"Much of the Preaching of late begets a FALSE SECURITY....
To entrust the work to SUCH MEN is like setting CHILDREN
to manage great Vessels at Sea... amid ICEBERGS." 5T:104.
MORE LIGHT - !!!
"The reason why our Preachers accomplish so little is that they do not walk with God. He is a day's journey FROM=MOST OF=THEM." IT:434.

"In Battle Creek (R&H Offices) you have evidence that men who had the most to say ARE=NOT=WALKING=WITH=GOD." TM 320.

"... and just as long as these CHRISTLESS SOULS are retained in POSITIONS of Responsibility the cause of God will be imperiled." TM 284.

"He CANNOT make them Channels." TM 285.

"The CONTEST is between the COMMANDMENTS of GOD and the COMMANDMENTS of MEN." 5T:81.

WHAT DO THEY PREACH - ???
"The Ancient men... had betrayed their TRUST... They say: ... He is TOO=MERCIFUL=TO=VISIT=HIS=PEOPLE=IN=JUDGMENT. Thus "Peace + Safety" is the cry from... THESE= DUMB=DOGS that would not Bark... ALL=PERISH=TOGETHER." 5T:211.

200 MORE LIKE THIS =
Do you believe this LIGHT from Heaven - ??? "Those who have been regarded as WORTHY + RIGHTEOUS (Froom-Maxwell-Pierson-Richards-Figuhr-Fagal-Brinsmead-Wright-Wrong.)

"Prove to be RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY + examples in INDIFFERENCE + in the abuse of God's mercies... THEIR=WICKED= COURSE=HE=WILL=TOLERATE=NO=LONGER=AND=IN=HIS=WRATH=HE= DEALS=WITH=THEM=WITHOUT=MERCY." 5T:212.

WHAT HAPPENS TO THOSE WHO BELIEVE THE ABOVE LIGHT FROM HEAVEN - ???
"The SEAL of God will be placed upon the Foreheads of THOSE ONLY who Sigh + Cry for the ABOMINATIONS... THIS=SMLALL= REMNANT." 5T:212-3.

"The Lord shall set His hand again the second Time to recover the REMNANT of His people... and shall assemble the OUTCASTS of Israel... from the four corners of the Earth." Isa. 11:11-2.

(If you are not OUTCAST - why not - ??? Is it because you have REFUSED to WITNESS for the TRUTH - ??? SHAME=ON=YOU!)

This is a "GO=YE=OUT=TO=MEET=HIM!" Production.

HOEHN RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS, Box 1270, Grand Forks, BC Canada. VOH 1HO. (4) July 21, 1974. 8888888888
THE MOST HOLY PLACE.

[We will make it easy for you = not last Month = not last Year – but in the past DECADE = show us ONE SERMON, ONE MAGAZINE ARTICLE = upholding the MOST HOLY PLACE = PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH SANCTUARY TRUTHS as given by the Lord to this people in "MY FIRST VISION" of the 144,000!]

"I saw a COMPANY (is this the same "COMPANY" that gives the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the Laodiceans? 1T:179-182.)

"I saw a COMPANY who stood well guarded + firm, GIVING NO COUNTENANCE to those who would UNSETTLE the established FAITH of the body. God=looked=upon=them=with=apprebation...The DESTINY of souls HANGS (the SAME words as found in the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY =!!! 1T:179-182.EW 280.)

"...upon the manner in which they are received...would have taught them the WAY INTO the Heavenly Sanctuary... They HATED those who loved...the FIRST message...the SECOND...the MIDNIGHT CRY, which was to PREPARE them to ENTER with Jesus BY FAITH INTO the Most Holy Place... the Third Angel's Message, which shows the way INTO the Most Holy Place. I saw that as the Jews CRUCIFIED Jesus, so the nominal Churches have CRUCIFIED these Messages, and therefore THEY had no KNOWLEDGE of=the=way=INTO the Most Holy, and they cannot=be=beneftied by the intercession of Jesus THERE==. Like the Jews, who offered their USELESS sacrifices, they offer up their USELESS PRAYERS to the apartment which Jesus has LEFT; and Satan, pleased=with=his=Deception, assumes a religious character, and leads the minds of these PROFESSED Christians to himself, working with his POWER, his SIGNS and LYING WONDERS, to fasten them in his SNARE.

4 pages lifted out of GC = on the "SNARES" of Satan.

Have you pointed this out to your people? If so = WHERE and WHEN = ??? 4 pages! The most DIRECT WARNING ever given to this people = LIFTED OUT! Not only do you stand idly by while this is going on = the WOLVES come into the very R&H Offices = REMOVING the WARNING = and you say NARY=A=WORD! But turn and rend us! -65-
Ready to tear us apart—but strangely QUIET and NON-COMMITTAL about what your people hear from LAODICEAN PULPITS = your WOMEN write TWICE the WARNINGS you ministers do = they are not that afraid = "...of the JEWS!" "Who LIE = and ARE NOT!" (EMPHASIZE IT!)

"...in his SNARE. Some he deceives in one way, and some in another. He has different DELUSIONS prepared to affect different minds. Some look with HORROR upon one Deception, while they readily receive another. Satan deceives some with SPIRITUALISM. [Did you know the AWAKENING GABBLE, that MAXWELL BOOK, holding the Door of Probation open till Christ comes = denying a sudden SEALING = denying a CLOSE OF PROBATION = opening the Door to UNIVERSALISM that MAXWELL SPIRITUALISTIC TRAIN! EW 263, 88. That we have to meet = not "WILL" meet = but we are "MEETING" it (are you?) since 1970 = !!! "FACE TO FACE!" He that can stand NEUTRAL now = must be one with them!]

A Dumb Dog that will not Bark. Will meet the same Fate as the Wolf-Pack come in to the Camp because the LIGHTS have been put out. The Church is in MIDNIGHT DARKNESS. This is the Truth of the 10 Virgin Parable. 5T:211-2.

"...they READILY receive another. Satan deceives some with SPIRITUALISM. He also comes as=an=angel=of=LIGHT...by means of FALSE REFORMATIONS. The Churches are elated, and consider that God is working marvelously for THEM, when it is the work of another spirit. The (AWAKENING) EXCITEMENT will die away + leave the World + the Church in=a=WORSE=condition=than=before.

TIME FOR THE HONEST TO GO OUT =

"I saw that God has HONEST children among the NOMINAL ADVENTISTS [Oh! how many have heard about "NOMINAL" Adventists and their Leaders unable to tell them what it means! It means "ADVENTISTS" only by NAME! WEBSTER: THE DICTIONARY: Only by NAME! Not REAL! A FAKE! Only the "PROFESSED" people of God. "MULTITUDES" of ADVENTISTS are FAKES! "MULTITUDES of FALSE BRETHREN." 5T:81. "A Companion of FOOLS will be destroyed...DESTROYED for lack of JUDGMENT." THE WISE leave the FOOLS in the MIDNIGHT HOUR. "NOMINAL ADVENTISTS" are the "COUNTERFEIT" of GC 464. WEBSTER (Nominal): existing in NAME ONLY...hardly worth THE NAME...NOT REAL...COUNTERFEIT...IMPOSTOR. ("RINGLEADERS IN APOSTASY...Their wicked course He will TOLERATE=NO=LONGER..." 5T:212.)"
"Thou FOOL - this night shall thy soul be required of thee."

"I saw that God has HONEST children among the NOMINAL ADVENTISTS and the fallen Churches (THE AWAKENING IS NOW WITH BOTH!) and BEFORE the Plagues shall be poured out (this gives us both the TIME and the EVENT.)"

"...Ministers and people will be called OUT from these CHURCHES (Plural) and will GLADLY receive the Truth. Satan knows this and =before= the =LOUD= CRY [You see? SHOUT this to your Membership and from the Roof Tops! BEFORE...BEFORE...BEFORE. There is no KEY '73 = there is no MAN-MADE "LATTER RAIN" = there is no "GATHERING" by the Lord un-till the "GATHERING" of the TARES for the BURNING!...BEFORE=the=LOUD=Cry=comes=THIS=MIDNIGHT=Cry=separation!]

"...and=before=the=LOUD CRY of the Third Angel is given, he (Satan) raises an EXCITEMENT (Charismatics) (Brinsmead Gabble. Maxwell Book.)

"...and before the LOUD CRY of the Third Angel is given, he (Satan) raises an EXCITEMENT (300 Ministers of other Churches giving the BRINSMEAD-ADVENTIST 2 MILLION $ SHOW a standing Ovation!) (They would NEVER do that for the Truth!) (Telling them, as the Devil did in Heaven = that the LAW cannot need not be kept! Where is your Literature EXPOSING this? Or tell us of ANY LITERATURE EXPOSING this BRINSMEAD COUNTERFEIT? DEAD = but not FORGOTTEN! "ALL will be UNMASKED!" GC 606. "In the closing Work... a Message that will not be STILLED...the Voice of STERN REBUKE...Boldly will men of God's appointment DENOUNCE." PK 187. "UNMASK the pretentious SOPHISTRIES." SM 1:196.

"The greatest wisdom + gentleness are needed to serve in this position acceptably, yet with unbending INTEGRITY, for PREJUDICE, BICHOTRY, and ERROR of every form and description must=be=met!" CH 289. "FABLES...THE WATCHMEN ASLEEP...MISCHIEVOUS TONGUES...ACUTE MINDS...SHARPENNED BY LONG PRACTICE...BEGUILE YOU WITH ENTICING WORDS...KEEP SILENT ALLOWING INSIDIOUS FALLACIES...THE RUIN OF SOULS...SEEDS OF DISCORD...UNBELIEF...INFIDELITY...SOWN BROADCAST...AROUSE...DANGERS...INCREASING...THE LAODICEAN MESSAGE...AROUSE A SLUMBERING CHURCH...BREAK THE YOKE...BREAK THE SPELL...MANY WILL DEPART FROM THE FAITH, giving heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS and DOCTRINES OF DEVILS (from the Laodicean Pulpits! TM 409)...THE OMEGA...OF LIVING TEMPLE...REVISED(by Jones!)..."BE NOT DECEIVED"...NO UNION...FIRMLY REFUSE TO BE DRAWN AWAY FROM THE PLATFORM..."MEET IT!"..."MEET IT FIRMLY!" SM 1:194-200."

-67-
We do not expect those long in Sin and Self-Righteousness to either Understand or Appreciate this Message. NONE of these REFORM PARTIES = NOMINAL ADVENTISTS = "...NONE of these Parties know, NEITHER will they UNDERSTAND. Things which are SEALED UP to them, the Lord has OPENED to those who will see + are ready to UNDERSTAND." EW 124. SM 2:141.

UNDERSTAND THIS:
"I saw that God has HONEST children among the NOMINAL Adventists + the fallen Churches, and BEFORE the Plagues shall be poured out, Ministers + people will be called OUT from these Churches...Satan knows this; and BEFORE the LOUD CRY...he raises an EXCITEMENT in these religious bodies, that those who have rejected the Truth may THINK that God is with them. He hopes to deceive the HONEST + lead them to THINK that God=is=still=working=for=the=(Adventist + Reform)=CHURCHES. But the Light will Shine, and all who are HONEST will LEAVE the fallen CHURCHES, and take their stand with the REMNANT." EW 261. (And the REMNANT are those CAST OUT by REFORM + CHURCH LEADERS! Isa 11:11-2. See list p.58. The "REMNANT" are also those who are "ANCHORED" EW 256. in the MOST HOLY PLACE. EW 255.)

Thank God He cares MORE for the "HONEST" INDIVIDUALS than for the "MULTITUDES" attracted by FALSE "REFORMATIONS."

FROM DON KING: "But ye are they that forsake the Lord, that forget my Holy Mountain, that PREPARE a TABLE for that Troop, and that furnish the DRINK OFFERING unto that number. THEREFORE will I number you to the SWORD...to the SLAUGHTER: because when I called, ye did not answer, when I spake, ye did not hear...and ye shall leave your NAME for a CURSE...for the Lord God shall slay thee, and call His Servants by another name." Isa.65:11-5.

"We will not be saved as a SECT, no denominational NAME has any virtue to bring us into favor with God." R&H. Feb.10,1891. B7:28. 3T:16. DA 107. 1T:152,133,406. 5T:278. GC 233,490,622. BRISBIN 87.

"I know thy WORKS, that thou hast a NAME that thou livest, and art DEAD"...DEAD, and having the NAME of being alive = what a terrible condition!...God looks upon the NAME as DEAD. There is nothing more dangerous to a professing than to have merely "A NAME."...It is a miserable delusion to have a NAME..."and art DEAD." B7:28-9. 1905.
REMNANT = re-reading the References we have of the "REMNANT" = it sounds to us that they are not= a=Church= at= all! That they BECOME the Church of the 144,000 Philadelphians as they UNITE on that PATH cast high above the Earth = during the SEALING of 144,000 LIVING SAINTS! They are a "COMPANY." EW 261,88-9,118. That give the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS." 1T:179-182. Which is what SEALS them to give the LOUD CRY to bring in the Rest of the 144,000 "LIVING SAINTS." To be = "TRANSLATED...WITHOUT SEEING DEATH." EW 164,283-4.

WE ARE CERTAINLY SARCASTIC + INTEND TO REMAIN SARCASTIC = about anyone in the least Degree who gives up the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE TRUTHS = to go along with a "REFORMATION" sparked by FALSE FIRE and LAODICEAN "DOCTRINES OF DEVILS" from "OUR PUPILS." TM 409. The Bible likens them to GULLIBLE FISH whose mouths are only open to swallow any Bait that is being dropped down = Hook, Line, and Sinker, with part of the Rod and Reel. They read the Book = BRINSMEAD'S "ETERNAL PURPOSE" = and find nothing WRONG!!! = the thing the AWAKENING brought to America = containing the Sophistries of BRINSMEAD=WRIGHT=PESTES=RADET=DURST=ROGERS=SCHEMF= beating the Voodoo Drums for: "NO EFFORT!" "NO EFFORT!" "NO EFFORT!" "NO WORKS!" "NO WILL!" "It is not by TRYING = it is by DYING!" (TWICE DEAD = plucked up by the Roots. TM 81,155. RH A1:208. A2:423.)

It is a DEAD SHIP that drifts to Sea = without Chart or Compass or Anchor. COR 36. CH 38. 3T:196,437. Going back to Egypt. FRED WRIGHT made a Religion of being:"PLUCKED UP BY THE ROOTS!" But we want:

"The LIVING Church of God will be WAITING, WATCHING, and WORKING. NONE are to stand in a NEUTRAL position. ALL are to represent Christ in ACTIVE, EARNEST EFFORT... Will the Church fold her hands now? Shall we SLEEP as is represented in the Parable of the FOOLISH VIRGINS?... I call upon all...to AROUSE + ARISE from the DEAD." TM


WHERE IS YOUR LITERATURE AGAINST THE AWAKENING THRUST AGAINST EFFORT = WILL = WORKS = STRIVING = WRESTLING?

In trying to palm off his Doctrine = the lesson of his so-called alleged "FAITH" and "TRUST" = one must abandon "HUMAN EFFORT" and this is one of man's "HARDEST LESSONS" to "learn!" And quotes just enough Testimony Truth to seemingly hold up his Coiling MYTH! -69-
Error is a Vine that cannot get off the Ground without coiling itself around the Trunk of Truth.

STRANGE - isn't it? How people bypass the Brinsmead caustic SARCASM + RAPIERING as he CLEVERLY pulls out the Rug from Ellen G. White in her over 300 Statements about the need of improving the "GOLDEN MOMENTS" in making an "EFFORT" to OVERCOME Habits + Self and live for God. In our War Chest we find this:

"PERFECTION OF CHARACTER is a LIFELONG work, unattainable by those who are not willing to STRIVE for it in God's appointed Way = by SLOW and TOILSOME STEPS. We cannot afford to make any mistake in this matter, but we want DAY by DAY to be growing up into Christ, our living Head." 5T:500. "By BEHOLDING we become CHANGED."

BRINSMEAD: (SNEERING = SARCASM = RIDICULING = SCOFFING.) "Yes, Sarai, maybe God has been waiting for us to... play our PART + step out in FAITH(?) God will bless our EFFORTS. If we do our PART, God will do His. FAITH without WORKS is DEAD, so God expects us to set to WORK... It is like rowing a Boat - one oar is FAITH, the other is our WORKS. So let us be up and DOING."

"This is how RIGHTEOUSNESS by Faith is still being PASSED OFF today by many who are perfectly SATISFIED that they know what RIGHTEOUSNESS by Faith is. But=it=is=all=a=COUNTERFEIT=and=a=DECEPTION. What WORK does God require of us, but to "CEASE from our own WORKS"?...(his favorite Text:) "For as many as are of the WORKS of the LAW are under a CURSE." Gal.3:10...the only thing that any man can EXTRACT from the LAW is WRATH, CONDEMNATION + DEATH... The LAW was never intended to be a source of RIGHTEOUSNESS." RDB-GEp 24-6,48-9. 1959.

And you are SILENT while all this is going on? We are not SILENT! We sent this in Reply = AROUND THE WORLD! =

"Let us not be deceived by the oft-repeated assertion, "All you have to do is BELIEVE!" FAITH and WORKS are two oars which we must use EQUALLY if we press our way up=the=stream=against the Current of UNBELIEF. "FAITH, if it hath not WORKS, is DEAD, being ALONE." The Christian is a man of THOUGHT and PRACTICE...By FAITH and GOOD WORKS he keeps his spirituality STRONG + HEALTHY...as he STRIVES to WORK the WORKS of God." RH A4:309. June 11,1901.
Did BRINSMEAD repent = admit his Mistake? No. A good Seventh-day Adventist can NEVER admit any ERROR or SIN that either he or his Church makes = once a POLICY is set down = all BIBLE and all TESTIMONIES must give way for the TRADITION. NO=ADVENTIST=CAN=EVER=REPENT! So here is his SLEAZY = SLY = CUNNING = REPLY = the Ser-pent himself could do no better =.

(Where he gives ELLLEN G.WHITE the final heave-ho and what-for = that in her "THEOLOGY" she FOLLOWED the DARK and MIDDLE AGE "REFORMERS." She did not "run-ahead" of the "COMMON FAITH." She did not join the "CULTISTS" who declare a SPECIAL FAITH OR MESSAGE. No. No. No. My, no!)

DURANBAH DIGEST. Sermon Report No.22 - August 15,1975. (For Restricted Circulation Only) = PRESENT TRUTH, PO Box 1311, Fallbrook, Calif. 92028. p.17. [E.G.W. her Theology + Work.]
"Do not make Mrs. White an utter heretic. This is a great crime, but it can be done. Take, for example, the statement that you must use the two oars of Faith and Works in rowing up the stream of unbelief. That is an excellent statement when used in the context of Christian existence, of sanctification. But if you use it in the context of justification and acceptance with God (which she does not), it makes of Ellen White an utter heretic." RDB.

In RDB-GE P 24-5 = was he RIDICULING "EFFORT" and the two Oars of FAITH and WORKS in the context of "JUSTI-FICATION?" Let us have a little TRUTH + HONESTY around here! Is it not the almost UNIVERSAL Teaching that "Justification by Faith" comes without WORKS or EFFORT? But here is where BABYLON stops and does not want to go "ON TO PERFECTION?" But those who believe the Third Angel's Message use the TWO OARS? Now all of a sudden Brother Robert knows that the TWO OARS are just FINE + DANDY in relationship to going on to SANCTIFICATION? Is that what he taught in RDB-GE P 24-5? Let us see:

RDB-GE P 23-5. "THE OLD + NEW COVENANT EXPERIENCE!" "So far we have dealt with...the blessed experience of JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH...His WORKS must be entirely LEFT OUT...SALVATION was to be entirely by...GRACE...The LESSON of Faith + Trust, and ABANDONMENT of human
EFFORT to EARN Salvation, is one of the HARDEST LESSONS. MAN HAS TO LEARN. Somehow he always imagines that his HELP is necessary to COMPLETE God's workmanship. This was the LESSON Abraham had to learn, and God taught him in a very real way..."For as many as are of the WORKS of the Law are under a CURSE." Gal. 3:10." RDB-GEP 23-6.

"How many there are who IMAGINE that they must reign themselves up to WRESTLE and FIGHT against sin? Is there any wonder that under such circumstances constant DEFEAT and DISCOURAGEMENT are INEVITABLE." RDB-GEP 34.

"Much learning hath made thee MAD!" (READ PP 290!)

SANITY.
"...have COURAGE to CHANGE their Habits will find that the reformatory PROCESS requires a STRUGGLE + much perseverence." MM 273. (Here is where we parted with the so-called:"AWAKENING" that AWAKENS NOTHING! = 18 years ago!)

You say HOEHN is SARCASTIC! You do not recognize the SARCASTM here? Where he calls us who believe in EFFORT = we are both the "ANTICHRIST" and the "COUNTERFEIT!" See p.70. Would you like to show us in what literature of yours you MET and OPPOSED the AWAKENING on THIS or any OTHER GABBLE?

Handsome is as handsome does. Is all that we are to hear is German Reform attacking HOEHN = all across North America and the Isles of the Sea? You could not BEMEAN yourselves to take HOEHN'S TRUTHS and write them in the BEMAN "RIGHT SPIRIT?" We are doing it WRONG = we admit that = but we are DOING it! SHOW us how to do it RIGHT!

WRITE IT OUT AND WE WILL PRINT IT! WRITE A FLYER AGAINST THAT MAXWELL BOOK! If you are not a Dumb Dog that will not Bark! What is there that is RIGHT = in that Book? Or have you and the Old Church made a PACT not to attack each other? (Except in "GERMANY" in 1914 - is that "PRESENT TRUTH?" 1976 TRUTH? Or, as the Adventists, like URIAH SMITH = only attack the WORLD and the NATIONS?)

HERE IS WHAT THE MAXWELL BOOK IS SAVING: "Behold, the Bridegroom cometh; go ye OUT to meet Him." Many who hear the Message - by far the greater number - will not credit the solemn warning...Ministers will WARN
the people NOT=TO=LISTEN=TO=THEM...Come when it may, the Advent of Christ will SURPRISE-THE-FALSE-TEACHERS who are saying,"PEACE + SAFETY," "all things CONTINUE as-they-were (the Heart + Soul of the MAXWELL BOOK = no PLAGUES = no SEALING = no VOICE OF GOD = no EARTH-QUAKE = no BUILDINGS COMING DOWN = no ISLANDS carrying their living freight into the Sea! No! None of that! Maxwell would not allow it! No Close of Probation! He and BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT-GROTHEER = hold the Door of Probation and INNER "CHANGE" = when Christ-Messiah comes! There goes the whole Third Angel's Message of CHARACTER BUILDING - right down the Drain!) ***

"Come when it may, the Advent of Christ will SURPRISE the FALSE TEACHERS who are saying,"PEACE + SAFETY," "all things continue as-they-were-from-the-Beginning." Thus saith the Word of Inspiration, "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon THEM." "It comes to THEM as a prowling thief...NOW is the TIME...without delay secure OIL...OIL...represents CHARACTER." TM 233-4.

__________________________________________________________

URIAH SMITH MYTHS = the "NATIONS" say:"PEACE + SAFETY."
Or old SDA MAXWELL = featured over the largest Telecast Programme to let the World know they do not believe the SANCTUARY SEALING = CLOSE OF PROBATION = TRUTHS! But all things: "continue as they were from the Beginning."

__________________________________________________________

"SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon THEM...and THEY shall not Escape." As on Old Jerusalem. PK 417. 8T:67,127,134.

__________________________________________________________

"Not one of us will ever receive the SEAL of God while our CHARACTERS have one SPOT or STAIN upon them. It is left with us to REMEDY the DEFECTS in our CHARACTERS, to CLEANSE the soul of every defilement. THEN the Latter Rain will fall upon US." 5T:214.

__________________________________________________________

WHO is "US" = ??? READ IT!!! SHOUT IT!!! "...as the Early Rain fell upon the DISCIPLES..." 5T:214. NOT=ON=THE=SMUG=OLD=CHURCH! On an UNORGANIZED NEW MOVEMENT! The OUTCASTS of Israel! Blessed people of God!

"The Disciples noted the RAGE of the spies as their FALSE TEACHING was EXPOSED. They saw the ANGRY LOOKS, and heard the half-muttered words of dissatisfaction and REVENGE...Let all who accept HUMAN AUTHORITY, the CUSTOMS of THE CHURCH, or the TRADITIONS of the Fathers take heed to the WARNING conveyed in the Words -73-
of Christ, "In VAIN they do worship Me, teaching for Doctrines the commandments of men." DA 397-8. 1898.

TAKE YOUR CHOICE:

(A) CEASE from our own WORKS with the AWAKENING = or

(B) "But God cannot work through us if we make NO EFFORT.
(See the "COUNTERFEIT" that makes:"NO FURTHER EFFORT," GC 
464, 471.) (See the "DEVIL" lost because he made:"NO EFFORT"
GC 669.) (See the "SADDUCEES" made:"NO EFFORT." DA 604.)
(See the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" given TO(NOT FROM!) TO the 
LAODICEANS and they make:"NO EFFORT!" but "RISE UP AGAIN-
ST IT" because it disturbs their smug complacency = so they prefer to be:"CARELESS + INDIFFERENT" to the Message, and:
...the Angels LEFT those who made NO EFFORT to HELP
themselves...LEAVING these with their sinful traits UNSUB-
DUED, to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS." 1T:181,187. 1857.

(Can all this go by without your Organization saying a 
WORD=AGAINST=IT in any Publication we saw? "RICH and in-
creased with GOODS and in NEED(?) = of NOTHING!")

"But God cannot work through us if we make NO EFFORT. If
we gain Eternal Life, we must WORK, and WORK earnestly...
If we lack in spiritual strength, we may know that we have
failed of doing OUR PART." RH A4:309. 1901.

(Why do we EMPHASIS those last two Words? Because - bec-
cause - because = the AWAKENING PROPHETS have been GABB-
LING for 18 years without Stopping = and your people have
FALLEN for it as well as the Old Church = the GABLE that
"OUR PART" is to make "NO EFFORT!" lest we be the:"ANTI-
CHRIST!" = the FOULEST Name on human Tongue! Both BRINS-
MEAD + WRIGHT = blood Brothers = SNEERING at: "We must
WORK, and WORK earnestly." RH A4:309. When it comes to
NAME-CALLING = when A.T.JONES in 1893 went into:"NO WORKS"
and "NO EFFORT" - she wrote A.T.JONES that he was:"CONFUS-
ING MINDS" = that he did not know what he was Talking a-
bout. SM 1:377-382. Later she said that he was:"BLIND"
"HYPNOTIZED" = Choosing "DARKNESS" = "APOSTASY" = "BOUND
HAND + FOOT" by the Devil! HALF-CRAZY! See OLSON BOOK =
"THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY" (BBH = $5.00) p.302-320.

SEE R.J.WIELAND LETTER = Nov.24,1970 = he agrees that =
A.T.JONES was = at times: "...out of his mind." Regarding
E.J.WAGGONER, he says what we say about his "LAST CONFES-
SIONAL" = that he denied all the 1844 Sanctuary Truths!
"I think he also to some extent must have "lost his mind."
(Do you have a Copy of these two?)

-74-
(Of the Nov. 4, 1970 WIELAND LETTER we have 1,000 copies but we are going to try to make better ones. Of these we will have any amount. But of the E.J. WAGGONER "LAST CONFESSIONAL" we only printed 500 = so we send NONE except to those who WRITE for it. If some one sends us $500.00 Tithe - we can Re-print this and other Papers.)

"Ye shall know the truth + the truth shall make you free."

And now since we are only at page 4 of the 9 page Letter from Ann DeMichael to A. Beman = we will now turn to a Communication of Feb. 4, 1976 and come back to the other if we have Space. But this FIRST:

Dear Br. Hoehn:  

The Raw Truth has to be covered up, smudged over with sugar-coated beguiling Myths, Errors and Lies so as to make it agreeable to the Multitude who are Careless and Indifferent. (Couldn't-care-Less! "CARELESS." EW 270.)

Since A. Beman expresses that we lack Elegance, Kindness, and Love; let him show us how to present the Saving Truth in a way that will command attention to the Sabbatarian World. (And NOT waste his Time or ours with PART of the 144,000 come out of the GRAVES! We were DONE with that Superstition AGES ago!) "...the LIVING righteous WILL [Future Tense!] WILL receive the SEAL of God PRIOR to the Close of Probation." EGW. WTF 30. 1847. (1882.)

"Several times during the past Winter (1888-9) I have met the report that, during the Conference at Minneapolis, "Sister White was shown that the JUDGMENT, which since 1844 had=been=passing=upon=the=righteous=DEAD, had now BEGUN upon the LIVING." THIS=REPORT=IS=NOT=TRUE. A simi-
lar RUMOR...has been AFLOAT for about two years."5T:692.

"We know not how soon it will pass to the cases of the LIVING." 5T:692. (1889.) GC 490. (1884.) 6T:130. (1900.)

He has as yet said (not said) one word about the Message presented to him; while each time he replies he does have much to say against our spirit and manner of presenta-
tion of Present Truth! Anything but confess his error of Judgment. Tis a Fool! He is SILENT about the Message of the SHAKING embodied in the 10 VIRGIN PAR-
ABLE = while he keeps picking - rising up against the messengers. And we certainly do not need his Prayers. Even their prayers are an ABOMINATION if they Resist.-75-
Let Beman sound the Alarm = a Watchman on the Wall =
Let him cry aloud + spare not + show them all their Abomina-
nations = their multitudinous errors + delusions = their
Doctrines of Devils(TM 409) and have them Love him still.
Let him show his Burden for Souls so led astray = Souls
that fast are losing their Way = let him demonstrate how
to bear a Message that will not be Silenced. "BOLDLY" will
men (not mice!) of God's appointment DENOUNCE(AH! that
word!) the Union of the Church with the World. PK 187.
Reveal the Elijah Spirit for us. Or stand out of the Way.
Let this brother make some Tapes presenting TRUTH without
Offence. GC 165,507,199,460,610. TRUTH in contrast with
Error = and bring Conviction. RH A6:210. A Warning that
speaks Hope. RH A6:265. (What the Shallow forget, as long
as they believe:"SPEW OUT" means:"GOING THRU!" Then, as
the Disciples preached the Message against the "GENERA-
TION OF VIPERS!" holding down the High-Priest's Office =
to "FLEE" from the Wrath to come = would indeed be a Mes-
sage of:"NO HOPE" to those who had only ONE HOPE = they
staked their all = on that Holy City! What Fools these
mortals be! Can they not see the Hope in Fleeing OUT at
the SIGN = in TIME! HOPE! What other HOPE is there?)

I dare him. Dare him to Sound an Alarm that will AROUSE,
that will AWAKEN, dare him to join the Angel who is cry-
ing, for the Last Time = "Get ready, get ready, get ready!
EW 64,66,119. Dare him to show the Ten Virgin Church that
the Door of Probation is about to Close! Dare he explain
WHY they need to FLEE out of that 8T:250 Harlot Church?
Define his position. Unfurl his colors. Do it now!

What better job could the Church have done than to sell
the Gullible, the docile Sheep = "love" even "unlimited!"
"false sympathy" = "put-on kindness" (to their own alone)
and above all = "do not Condemn" (them!) = They are now
Ripe and Ready for the next unfolding of the Scroll = as
Maxwell's Christ appears in Washington, or Battle Creek,
or LLU, or Tel Aviv. And, as the Shepherd's Rods openly
"HOPED" and looked for = "Houteff" and "Ellen G.White!"
They love that Devil's Train. EW 263,88. All ready to take
part with him and a resurrected Maxwell! GC 624.

He says,"I am thoroughly convinced...that anything which
has practically nothing KIND to say about anyone or any-
thing...just cannot be from the Lord." (Sounds Like Wee
Willie White: "O God, why didst thou choose MY MOTHER!
"Many of the Testimonies...I would not send them out!
")-7
(See evidence found in 1884 GC FOREWORD p.5. Taken from SDA SEMINARY COURSES = Magan + Spaulding p.469. VOP-TC 21.)

(So Wee Willie White QUESTIONED her "Visions" that only found Fault and depressed. So he set the Pattern to COUNTER the Visions with visions of his own = looking for all the "good cheer" that he could find. And all the "good news." "the bright side." "The CRITICISMS and the ACCUSATIONS...WRONGS...DANGERS...WEAKNESSES + WICKEDNESS of men...I MUST TRY TO KEEP TO MYSELF!" 1884 GC FOREWORD p.5. (Thus he set a Pattern for all the KD+A to follow. The people went frantic after KD+A and their "Visions of HOPE!" Which was the Sin against the Holy Ghost! PP 395-405. TM 97, 65, 161, 294, 409. 8T:95. 5T:120, 211-2.)

It is always the FALSE PROPHETS that have Visions of Hope in the face of Heresy and Apostasy in the very Air we Breathe. Thus the "DUMB DOGS that would not Bark" say PEACE + SAFETY = "While SUDDEN DESTRUCTION is coming upon them." "ALL perish TOGETHER." 5T:211.

"The same Danger exists today among the people who PROFESS to be the depositaries of God's LAW. They are too apt to FLATTER THEMSELVES...They REFUSE to be RE-PROVED for evil, and charge God's Servants with being TOO ZEALOUS in putting sin out of the Camp...The DESO- LATION of JERUSALEM stands as a solemn WARNING before the eyes of MODERN ISRAEL...JEREMIAH...the Priests and FALSE PROPHETS would have been pleased had he been put to death on the plea of SEDITION, for they could not ENDURE the TRUTHS that he uttered EXPOSING their WICKEDNESS...they should be PUNISHED with FAMINE...SWORD...PESTILENCE, till they should be CONSUMED. "THEREFORE,"
said the Lord,"hearken NOT to your PROPHETS...DIVINERS... DREAMERS...ENCHANTERS...SORCERERS...for they prophecy a LIE unto you...HANANIAH, one of the FALSE PROPHETS...Wishing to gain the favor of the King and his Court, he affirmed that God had given him words-of-encourage-ment for the Jews (heard that in your Church?) to...gain the favor of those in HIGH PLACES...This FALSE PROPHET...suffered DEATH in consequence of his fearful CRIME...It was FAR=MORE=AGREEABLE=TO=THE=PEOPLE to re- cieve the Message of the FALSE PROPHET, who predicted PROSPERITY...they were in such MORAL DARKNESS...they SCOUFFED at his counsel and went after FALSE PROPHETS...Just such men arise in these Days + breed CONFUSION + 77-REBELLION...LYING WORDS...make MANY FRIENDS." 4T:166-174.
WHAT KIND WORD= does Beman have for "MANY will stand in our Pulpits with the Torch of False Prophecy in their hands, KINDLED from the hellish Torch of Satan." TM 409. WHAT KIND WORD= does he have for the Holy Flesh teachings of Fred Wright? And now God never destroys ANYONE = !!! Following HEPPENSTALL with "LOVE UNLIMITED!" GC 554,558. WHAT KIND WORD= does A.Beman have for the USELESS(EW 261) First vacated Apartment teachings of R.D.Brinsmead=Fred (Wrong)Wright=SDA Hardinge = or would that be "Criticizing some Mythical "BRETHREN?" WHAT KIND REMARKS= does he have for the ravings of Maxwell? or his Rendering of Quotations? Would Beman write to the General Conference and OBJECT = ??? we DARE him! WHAT KIND LANGUAGE= would he employ for this Confederacy of Evil setting up a One World Government by collusion with the Jews in Tel Aviv and trying to start another World War? Or did he not Read that Maxwell Book? Prefer to deal with some "World War" of Antiquity? While the Arsenal of America are being DRAINED into the Mid-East. WHAT KIND LOVE-FEST= did he hold with the perpetrators of the SDA Church uniting with the Awakening and joining B.Graham's Key '73 EVANGELICAL COUNTERFEIT "LOUD CRY" MOVEMENT = "IN COMMON" with them! or must we all be "SILENT" lest we OFFEND the WOLF-PACK? In an Hour such as this = there is only one Safety: TURN=ON=THE=LIGHT!

MOSES + ELIJAH would be much too much for those who would SHIELD the WICKED + lend them their UNWISE "SYMPATHY" because of the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY." 1T:212-6. "STAND=OUT=OF=THE=WAY!" 1T:215. NOTHING has been said yet like it ought to be said!

"We, as Workers, must be UNITED in FROWNING DOWN + CONDEMNING everything that bears the least approach to Evil 5T:592. If we cannot bear to stone the FALSE PROPHETS NOW = at the Voice of God(which is ARMAGEDDON) we will see their followers slay their Leaders + each other.

AS TO THE TAPES= it would not take one Minute for an Honest person to know what to do.
(1) Return them intact.
(2) Pay the LOW PRICE OFFERED, then do what you want.

PERHAPS NOW SOME OF THE REFORM WILL WANT TO KNOW WHAT KIND OF HORRIBLE TAPES THESE ARE = (Free on Loan = or $3.00) ANN DeMICHAEL, 2924 Penny Lane, YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio. 44515.
EW 88,263 = it is likened to a Train. That we will have to meet "Face to Face" = it seemed the whole World was on Board = there could not be one left.

EW 88 = the Angel told her to look again for God's people = NOT=WITH=THIS=POPULAR=CROWD=AT=ALL! She had to look in an "OPPOSITE DIRECTION" and a "LITTLE HIGHER" to find them LEADING (as RDB anticipates = and GROTHEER = and AL FRIEND = and DOUGLASS = and PIERSON) = do God's people LEAD this MULTITUDE? No. They are on a "LITTLE NARROW PATH" cast HIGH above the World.

EW 14 = on this straight and narrow Path = the Advent people = SEPARATE from the World = NOT on that TRAIN = were going to the City = and MULTITUDES were in the wicked World far below =

EW 15 = no Adventist wants to accept this Light of "MY FIRST VISION" that only 144,000 survive and make it. MULTITUDES and the Preachers that lead them and win them = will meet the 144,000 in ARMAGEDDON. EW 282. Do the 144,000 go by the CREED of these other Churches? No - they are VIRGINS - UNDEFILED with FALSE DOCTRINE.

REV. 18 = it is their Message to tell them to come apart and be ye SEPARATE from the CREEDS of the other Churches by whose FORNICATION they win the Kings of the Earth. LEAVE them or else partake of their Sins and receive of their Plagues. THIS=IS=PROPHECY! That Brinsmead knows nothing about. Not any more than Old Balaam. The Balaam experience is to be Repeated. These things were Written for our Admonition. PP 457.

---

BRINSMEAD-HEPPENSTALL may SNEER at the "INFANTILE" teaching of the Spirit of Prophecy on the LAW and the State of the Dead = but the popular CREEDS following the TRADITIONS of ROMANISM = drink this heady WINE from her Cup. GC 58,125,533,536,542,545,549,588.

What the popular Churches teach in their CREEDS = is the same as the BEAST = one of the "monstrous fables that form part of the Roman dunghill of decretais." GC 549.

We have some News for Brother B = and all those who Thrill at his conquests in the popular Churches = "The ministers of the popular churches will not allow the Truth to be presented to the people from their Pulpits. THE=ENEMY=LEADS=THEM." 8T:197.

"Satan has taken FULL POSSESSION of the churches as a Body." EW 273. "Their prayers...are an ABOMINATION."274.
If Ellen G. White does not go along with the "COMMON CREED" = RDB says she is a "CULTIST" and "AN UTTER HERETIC." p.17. August 15, 1975 DURANBAH DIGEST.

If you can "DIGEST" that = let alone get it down.

ELLEN G. WHITE REPLY:
"There is NOTHING in the POPULAR MINISTRY that stirs the wrath of Satan...WICKED MEN are generally PLEASED with a FORM of PIETY...they will AID + SUPPORT such a religion. The spirit + friendship of the world are at ENMITY with God...I saw that since Jesus LEFT the Holy Place of the Heavenly Sanctuary and ENTERED within the second veil, THE CHURCHES have been FILLING UP with every unclean and hateful bird. I saw great INIQUITY + VILENESS in the CHURCHES; yet their members PROFESS...Their PROFESSIONS, their PRAYERS, and their EXHORTATIONS are an ABOMINATION in the sight of God. Said the Angel,"God will not smell (the Incense) in their assemblies...over all their EVIL TRAITS they throw the cloak of Religion."...GOD IS NOT IN THEIR THOUGHTS; their carnal minds dwell upon themselves...Their portion is prepared...to DRINK of the WRATH of God...God will restrain His anger but little longer. His WRATH burns against this nation and especially against the RELIGIOUS BODIES." EW 273-5.

HELL = is "GOSSIP" = is it? Really "GOOD NEWS!" So Sr. White went along with the THEOLOGY of the World? And so did Luther?

BRINSMEAD = "Now if we take our Protestant friends thru a survey of Ellen White's theology...they will admit, if they are honest, that this is MAINSTREAM Protestant teaching...She is not a "Johnny-come-lately" with a newfangled gospel in these last days. She is the champion of the old time gospel." p.11. RDB-DD.

Good try, Brinsmead = but not good enough.

WHAT BRINSMEAD KNOWS NOTHING ABOUT = "LUTHER saw the danger of exalting human theories above the Word of God. HE FEARLESSLY ATTACKED the speculative INFIDELITY of the schoolmen, and OPPOSED the philosophy and theology which had so long held a controlling influence upon the people. He DENOUNCED such studies as not only WORTHLESS but PERNICIOUS, and sought to turn
the minds of his hearers FROM the SOPHISTRIES of PHILO-
SOPHERS + THEOLOGIANS to the eternal Truths set forth
by Prophets + Apostles...AT WITTENBERG a LIGHT was kin-
dled whose rays should extend to the uttermost parts of
the earth, and which was to increase in brightness to
the close of Time.

"But LIGHT + DARKNESS cannot harmonize. Between Truth
and Error there is an irrepressible conflict. To uphold
and defend the one is to ATTACK and OVERTHROW the other...
"I came not to send PEACE, but a SWORD." GC 126.

"Crafty ecclesiastics, interrupted in their work of
sanctioning crime, and seeing their gains endangered,
were ENRAGED, and rallied to uphold their PRETENSIONS."
GC 130. "The SLAVES of SUPERSTITION clamored for his
BLOOD." GC 132.

"WOE unto you, when all men speak well of you! for so
did their fathers to the FALSE PROPHETS."...The FORMS
of opposition to the Truth may change, the ENMITY may
be less open because it is more SUBTLE; but the SAME
ANTAGONISM still exists, and will be manifested to the
End of Time." GC 144. (Put that in your "INNUMERABLE
MULTITUDE" pipe + smoke it.)

"The gospel of Christ cannot be preached without offense."
GC 165.
As with all Reform = Satan brought in men unstable,
lovers of the World = to palm off a "COUNTERFEIT" =
claimants of being led "by the Spirit." "Luther at the
Wartburg, hearing of what had occurred, said with deep
concern, "I always expected that Satan would send us
this PLAGUE."...From the PROFESSED FRIENDS of the Re-
formation had arisen its WORST ENEMIES." GC 186-7.

AND WHAT DOES BRINSMead SAY = ???
"No newfangled gospel will do, but the old, old gospel
that-has-been-held consistently by=all=the=great=men,
and we must stand with ALL of them, the great builders

Spirit of Prophecy reply:
"The people are NOT FED by the Ministers of POPULAR
CHURCHES, and souls are STARVING for food that will
nourish and give spiritual Life." 3T:237.
"The work of Satan will be carried on through agents. Ministers who HATE the LAW of God will employ any means to lead souls from their Loyalty. Our BITTEREST FOES will be among this Class of persons." RH AL:158. Jan. 28, 1875. (See changes in 3T:571.)

"We often hear the remark: "You are too exclusive." As a people we would make any sacrifice to save souls, or lead them to the Truth. But to UNITE with them, to LOVE the things that they love, and have FRIENDSHIP with the World, we dare not, for we would then be AT ENMITY with God." 1T: 282.

"All our energies should be turned to the OBEDIENCE of Christ. To DIVIDE our interest with the leaders of ERROR is aiding the WRONG SIDE + giving advantage to our foes. The Truth of God knows NO COMPROMISE with sin, NO CONNECTION with artifice, NO UNION with transgression. Soldiers are wanted who will always answer to the roll call + be ready for immediate action, NOT THOSE who, when needed, are found AIDING THE ENEMY." 4T:81.

"The POPULAR CHURCHES are filled with men who, while they make a PRETENSE of serving God, are thieves, murderers, adulterers, and fornicators; but those who profess our lowly faith claim a HIGHER STANDARD." 4T:493.

INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE BELIEVERS TAKE NOTE =

"Satan FLATTERS his co-workers that he will do a work that will CAPTIVATE the World... The professed Christian churches are not converting the World." 9T:65.

"Satan numbers the World as his subjects, he has gained CONTROL of the APOSTATE CHURCHES; but here is a LITTLE COMPANY that are resisting his supremacy. If he could blot them from the earth, his triumph would be complete. They will be betrayed "both by parents, and brethren, and kinsfolks, and friends." Luke 21:16." 9T:231.

OF 100 OTHER REFERENCES WE WILL CLOSE THIS SECTION WITH:

"And after these things I saw ANOTHER ANGEL... The whole chapter shows that BABYLON that HAS fallen is the CHURCH who WILL NOT receive THE MESSAGES of warning the Lord has given in the first, second, and third Angel's Messages. They refused the Truth and accepted a LIE... "For ALL NATIONS have drunk of the Wine of her FORNICATION... "The Wine of BABYLON is the exalting of the false Sabbath which the Lord Jehovah hath blessed = sanctified for the use of man, also [it is] the IMMORTALITY of the soul. These kindred HERESIES, and the REJECTION of the Truth,
CONVERT the CHURCH into BABYLON. Kings, merchants, rulers, and religious teachers are all in CORRUPT HARMONY."SM 2:68.

o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o

STRANGE = isn't it? The Lord says a "CORRUPT TREE" cannot bring forth good Fruit. But Brinsmead says the HELL (BAAL) Churches of Babylon are RIGHT in the overall "GOSPEL!" My Books tell me they are WRONG in EVERYTHING! And just what are they "RIGHT" on in the Question of "FAITH alone?"

If we KNOW that SANCTIFICATION is so far beyond JUSTIFICATION because it is the RESULT of the WORK of A LIFETIME =

If we KNOW it takes a LIFETIME to BUILD a CHARACTER =
then by no ARGUMENT = by no WEASLING of WORDS = will we ever BELIEVE that one can be given one as a "GIFT" =
for this would make of NON-EFFECT all the above = and THAT is EXACTLY what Satan is out to do = so he offers the BAIT = come step into his SNARE = "Ye shall be as gods!" RIGHT NOW! By an ACT! Come - taste this forbidden Fruit! Off the EVANGELICAL Tree. Around which BRINSMEAD is COILED.

"CHARACTER BUILDING is the WORK, not of a Day, nor of a Year, but of a LIFETIME. The STRUGGLE for CONQUEST over SELF, for Holiness + Heaven, is a LIFELONG STRUGGLE." MT 452. (Under the Heading of:"SEEKING TRUE KNOWLEDGE.")

NOTHING will ever change THAT! [The following is an Ann DeMichael favorite.]

"This is an age famous for surface work, for easy methods, for boasted holiness aside from the Standard of CHARACTER that God has erected. All SHORT routes, all CUTOFF tracks, all TEACHING which fails to exalt the LAW of God as the STANDARD of religious CHARACTER, is SPURIOUS. PERFECTION of CHARACTER is a LIFELONG WORK, unattainable by those who are not willing to STRIVE for it in God's appointed way = by SLOW and TOILSOME STEPS. We cannot afford to make any mistake in this matter, but we want DAY by DAY to be growing up into Christ, our living Head." 5T:500.

"Not one of us will ever receive the SEAL of God while our CHARACTERS have one SPOT or STAIN upon them. It is left with US to REMEDY the DEFECTS in our CHARACTERS, to CLEANSE the soul temple of every defilement. THEN the LATTER RAIN will fall upon us." 5T:214.
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Are we ON the Subject? I think we are. NEVER was there so much MISUNDERSTANDING on this Question until the crazy AWAKENING came along. That is why we single them out.

"Our fallen NATURE must be PURIFIED, ENNOBLED, CONSECRATED by OBEDIENCE to the Truth." 5T:235.

"I saw her pointing to her RIGHTEOUSNESS...LIKE THE PHARISEE..."God, I thank thee..." The PHARISEE'S prayer is not regarded; but the poor PUBLICAN, who could only say,"God be merciful to me A SINNER," moved the pity of the Lord. HIS PRAYER WAS ACCEPTED, while the prayer of the BOASTING PHARISEE was rejected. "For everyone that EXALTETH himself shall be ABASED; and he that HUMBLETH himself shall be EXALTED."... When poor mortals, however high their professor become JUST in their own eyes, THEN Jesus LEAVES THEM to be deceived in regard to themselves...NO GREATER DELUSION can deceive the human mind." 1T:331,333.

The above two References are sufficient for the Subject matter for 24 Sermons. I doubt if you will hear ONE of them. Not in any Laodicean pulpit. TM 409.

IS THIS THE ANSWER?

JUSTIFICATION is the Work of a Moment.
JUSTIFICATION is FORGIVENESS for SINS that are PAST.
JUSTIFICATION is the "RECKONING" or placing to one's ACCOUNT that he is "RIGHTEOUS" = based on his sincere Repentance and Resolve or Pledge that by God's GRACE and the aid of the Holy Spirit and the Angels in Heaven = he will GROW in GRACE and in KNOWLEDGE as he BUILDS a CHARACTER - JUSTIFICATION is ENTERING THE SCHOOL.

(OR AS YOU PUT IT IN 1974 =)

A CRIMINAL with a DEATH-SENTENCE COMMUTED =

(A) Death-Sentence that he DESERVES because he broke the LAW.

(B) But by the Grace, Pardon, Mercy of the Governor of the State = he has been ABSOLVED of GUILT =

(C) He is FREE. FREE of the LAW. FREE to go and break the same LAW again? Or only FREE to live within the Frame= work of the LAW? He is not FREE of the LAW = only FREE of his PAST = as he goes on = to TRUST + OBEY for ther is no other Way. HE=IS=ON=PROBATION!

And there we have the Key! It is CONDITIONAL AMNESTY!
Then the Suppliant must "GO ON TO PERFECTION!"

And here is where the Churches of BABYLON fight and resist the Testimonies. Because the Testimonies go into lengthy detail explaining the SANCTUARY RITUAL of the TRANSFER of SIN = and the BLOTTING OUT in the SEALING TIME. Or else return on the Head of the Guilty. THIS BABYLON DOES NOT WANT! They want sins FORGIVEN with NO FURTHER LIABILITY! They do not want the Plan of Salvation.

THE SANCTUARY AND SIN.
The Sanctuary is all about Sin. No Sin - no need of the Incense, Mercy-Seat, Mediator. The SANCTUARY is just what the word means. A HIDING PLACE! SANCTUARY. A PLACE TO HIDE = a REFUGE from an ENEMY or STORM. A PLACE of Security = Safety.

(As you so ably described in 1974.)
A CRIMINAL, a SINNER = GUILTY of a CRIME = and under Sentence of Death = finds a SANCTUARY - a HAVEN - a REPRIEVE =

He finds MERCY, GRACE + PARDON = in a RELATIVE SENSE = NOT REAL! He is ADOPTED into the Heavenly Family = given the Family Name = ON CONDITION = ON PROBATION =

He is NOT given it except he PLEDGES to do BETTER! It is a NEW BIRTH into a NEW LIFE.

REFERENCES may be read that appear to say or that do say = in a BROAD SENSE = in an OVERALL VIEW = with the HOPE and the ENCOURAGEMENT that he will be SAVED = his Sins WILL be blotted out = so the LANGUAGE may be thus colored with HOPE and CHARITY and FAITH =

But this is not for the CARNAL to take and GLOAT over = they have Heaven over a Barrel = they begin to tell you that Heaven "HAS" to do this, and "HAS" to do that = FORGETTING such simple little things as HE will be "FORGIVEN" = "AS=HE=FORGIVES:" A CONDITION! It will be done for you - as you do to others!

WELL = !!! Not quite so SIMPLE then = is it? Or else "Ye shall all likewise PERISH!" "As ye DO unto others = SO shall it be DONE to you AGAIN!" The LAW above all LAWS = the LAW of RETRIBUTION! The LAW of KARMA. The modern Churches want to be bound by NO LAW! OUTLAWS.
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Will we have these OUTLAWS come and tell us something about "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH?" I don't think so. I will let BRINSMEAD go there and OUT faith them, OUT grace them, OUT save them, and OUT law them!

And now he is on his way OUT = to OUT curse them as they CURSE obedience, CURSE legalism, CURSE the law, and CURSE anyone that tries to keep it. And then try to call this "The Old-Time GOSPEL!" Sure have to be a BLIND LAODICEAN to fall for that, or let others go on FALLING for it and not doing ANYTHING to straighten them out. But keep packing $500.00 a Year to Aid + Abett that Gabble! And then look wistfully toward Heaven for a "WELL DONE: Thou good and faithful Servant!" What a Mess!

HEPPENSTALL is now the Director of Adventist Fortunes. And the Director of Brinsmade. Who is HEPPENSTALL? He is a BABYLONIAN with a yard-long List of BABYLONISH DEGREES come into the Camp of the Saints to lead them astray into the Tents of Moab. Thinking that God does not want 144,000 but as Big a MULTITUDE as BALAAM can muster! The all-new "BIG 4" are (1) Dr. Edward Heppenstall. (2) Dr. Herbert E. Douglass. (3) Dr. Hans K. La Rondelle. (4) Dr. C. Mervyn Maxwell. "These be thy gods = O Israel." That wrote a joint Book ($8.95.) "PERFECTION."

No doubt the greatest Rubbish of all Time! If some one will send me one = I would like to read it. But do not spend God's Tithe on it. Knowing the trend of their Teaching, their "RIGHTEOUSNESS" will be "SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS." No doubt they will teach "RIGHTEOUSNESS" means they have the "CHARACTER" and "PERFECTION" of Christ simply on the basis of Babylonish "FAITH" alone! With disparaging of "WORKS" and "EFFORT" and "LEGALISM" and all.

THIS IS BLASPHEMY!

"The SELF-RIGHTEOUS feel no need of Christ...None should exalt themselves as possessing wisdom or RIGHTEOUSNESS. [That part put in "SONS + DAUGHTERS OF GOD" p. 233, 235 = but not this:] There are many, especially among those who profess HOLINESS, who compare themselves to Christ, as though they were EQUAL with him in PERFECTION of CHARACTER. This = is = Blasphemy." RH A2:119, 120. March 15, 1887. [Yes! we will tread very, very carefully before we go off the deep end = IMAGINING that we are EQUAL with Christ = for that is where Satan fell from Heaven. Once the mind entertains such notions = it is hard to bring it back to Sanity.]
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"Let no man deceive you by any means: for that Day shall not come, except there come a FALLING AWAY first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of Perdition;

"Who opposeth + exalteth HIMSELF above all that is called God, or that is worshipped; so that he as God sitteth in the Temple of God, shewing HIMSELF that he is God...For the Mystery of Iniquity doth already work." 2 Thess.2:3-

FROOM began in the SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINES in 1962 = with WEEKS of the Public Relations Dept. = that we should now call ourselves: "EVANGELICALS." And just to show the row on row of EMPTY=HEADS ever standing in the Wings ready to espouse ANYTHING the Leadership proposes = a whole Flock of Gooney-Hens began to Cluck and Nod that, YES = we are "EVANGELICALS" always have been and we are PROUD of our "EVANGELICAL HERITAGE!"

FROOM engineered it that "THE GREATEST DAYS OF THE ADVENT MOVEMENT" should pass the AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION to "BRING HONOR TO THE CHURCH" and raise all kinds of money = "to create a Public IMAGE" (even the "IMAGE to the Beast!") = to "reach the MULTITUDES" = "To place EMPHASIS on the noncontroversial truths shared IN COMMON with all Christianity." p.16-20. R&H. Dec.18,1969.

Had you been there = would you not have asked with amaze- ment = just what "TRUTHS" do we share "IN COMMON" with BABYLON?

Or if you or Brinsmead knew a little more, BEFORE ventur- ing into trying to tie us hand + foot with EVANGELICALS = you would ask them, nay = DEMAND them = to explain why no Adventist or Reformer has ever pointed out that it is the "EVANGELICALS" that would set up the "IMAGE TO THE BEAST" by Apostasy in the Seventh-day Adventist Church preparing the Way. GC 443-4. By teaching "IN COMMON" with EVANGELICALS. GC 445. Because Seventh-day Adventist Ministers do not know what the Third Angel's Message is. 5T:715. Do not believe these Churches will bring in a "GREAT CRISIS" and "PERSECUTION" when "FULLY DEVELOPED" 5T:711-2. Thus Adventist Preachers are saying"Peace and Safety" = and "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION" is about to come upon THEM! And they shall not Escape. 5T:714-5,211-2. These are "DUMB DOGS that will not Bark." 5T:211. Did not Bark in Billy Graham's ecumenical UNION in MAY '73 = so the Lord fulfilled His Word = He "CUT DOWN" some of the Adventist Leaders of this open Apostasy. 5T:212. GOOD RIDDANCE! May there be many more! 34-
1950 = Wieland + Short denounced the "Love-Fest" of the FROOMS and the MAXWELLS and the ANDERSONS = for Boot-Licking the Philistine Goliath = BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM! They said NOT ONE WORD about 1888. They dealt with 1950 only. But to get their Credentials back and be elevated in Office = they welched on the Deal and signed their name to that 1888 thing.

1972 = Brinsmead = who in 1962 decried the fulfillment of GC 464 in that Love-Fest at the World's Fair in Seattle, Washington with the "VOICE" Charismatics = then exposed the Maxwell Love-Fest with the Papacy in the PRESENT TRUTH" = "THE OUTSTRECHED HAND" = (A few available for serious Testimony Students.) but when the BLACKMAILING by JARNES succeeded so the FROOM CIA-JESUIT FUND financed the AWAKENING SHOW = they also welched on the Deal and signed over to the same MAXWELL LOVE-FEST as exemplified in "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST" free from "FAITH FOR TODAY" PO Box 1,000, Thousand Oaks, Calif. 91360. (May take a month. Ask for 2 = do not give that ABOMINATION to contaminate any Outsider = give it to an Adventist so he will know what his New Religion is. This is the "NEW BLACK LIGHT" that BRINSMEAD + WRIGHT signed over to go along with the Big Barnum Special = the Greatest Show on Earth = where the Queerest Freaks you ever saw were brought out in their Cages = including the Adventist Girlie Show with Buttons + Bows and anything goes!

1973 = this was the Culmination of 40 years of FROOM = 1933 to 1973. The "LATTER RAIN" expected was such a Drip and Cloud-Burst = the Adventist Circus Wagon, with the Awakening = RDB + FTW + including Grotheer = safely tucked in the Rear = all the "CLOSES" of Adventist Probation (1958-1960, 1962, 1964, 1967) all forgotten + forgiven to go along with this Greatest TIME=SETTING SHOW of all Time! But the Mud-slides came and the Laodicean Circus Wagon bogged down in the Ditch!

1975 = at the Pennsylvania Grotheer-Ireland Meetings = we were informed that the Douglass "HARVEST PRINCIPLE" of a Church doomed in 1967 = would rise again = and give the "LOUD CRY!" Another Ringleader try. 5T:212. Now prying the Adventist Circus Wagon out of the Ditch

1967 = "...in 1967, God (or Grotheer?) told us that the Seventh-day Adventist Church as a corporate body had been weighed in the balances of the sanctuary and had been found wanting." GROTHEER "THOUGHT PAPER"="ANALYSIS 11" = p.4. May 1975. -35-
1967 = close of Adventist Probation as a corporate Body. 1974 = yet this "GOD" (or Grother the Director of "GOD") finds that this God-forsaken Church is still in the bounds of Love = Hope = and Charity. "Christ loves the Seventh-day Adventist church." p.4. "THE NARROW WAY TO THE LATTER RAIN." THOUGHT PAPER = June 1974. 1975 = Dr. Herbert E. Douglass in the North American Bible Conferences for 1974 = where the reasons are given for prying the KEY '73 Adventist Vanguard Circus Wagon out of the Laodicean Ditch = for "SPEW OUT" still means "GOING THRU!" = 144,000 God-forsaken Adventists will still be "SEALED!" "The conclusions by Douglass are RIGHTLY STATED." p.1. "THE HARVEST PRINCIPLE" = GROTHEER "THOUGHT PAPER" = March 1975.

SATAN THE UNIFIER.
The fallen Church is depicted in the Revelations as a Whore. "The Great Whore." The Harlot and her Daughters. Laodicea is a Harlot. She was way back in 1903 when Jones + Waggoner went over to "LIVING TEMPLE" and that "ALPHA" of Apostasy is going to go into the "OMEGA" of Apostasy = that Maxwell Book. 87:250. SM 1:193. And God's people are to "MEET IT!" SM 1:200,205-6.

"My message to you is: No longer consent to LISTEN without protest to the perversion of Truth. UNMASK the pretentious SOPHISTRIES." SM 1:196. B 2:15. CH 289. B 7:56-7.

SATAN THE UNIFIER = has not some, but ALL the "KINGS" of the Earth = committing "FORNICATION" with her and drinking her "WINE." Rev.17:2-5. Uriah Smith the Adventist False Prophet = has 10 Kings in 10 Divisions = but the Bible has a "COMMON MARKET" where Brinsmead sells his Wares.

"And the 10 Horns which thou sawest are 10 KINGS... These have ONE MIND, and shall give their Power + Strength unto the BEAST." Rev.17:12-3.

"For ALL Nations have drunk of the WINE of the wrath of her FORNICATION, and the KINGS of the earth have committed FORNICATION with her." Rev.18:3.

SATAN THE UNIFIER = is depicted in EW 88 + 263 = as the Conductor of a TRAIN. It seemed the WHOLE WORLD was on Board - there could not be one left. THIS is the PICTURE of God. THIS is NOT the Adventist=Maxwell=Brinsmead Fairy Tale + Bed-Time Story. There are only 144,000 Philadelphians left, and they come from all the World! WTF 14,19.
WHY DID WE FAIL IN KEY '73 = ??? The President of the Conference has been going around Crying + Bawling and asking that Question = BRETHREN! Why did we FAIL in '73? DOUGLASS was chosen to answer that Question and Grotheer says he is Right! We will try + pry again. Just shell out another $500.00 a Year!

THE PAPERS covering the 1974 HOEHN Ohio-Pennsylvania Meetings were laid on the Desk of this GC President. In reply to the Question = WHY did we FAIL? Will some one please tell us?

"Thou hadst a WHORE'S FOREHEAD, thou refusedst to be ASHAMED = Therefore the Showers have been withheld, and there hath been NO LATTER RAIN." See Jer.3:3.

Along with that Answer for why they failed = was a paralleling Reply = these Papers proved the MIDNIGHT CRY must come BEFORE the LOUD CRY. And the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO (not FROM!) TO the Laodiceans is the MIDNIGHT CRY! SM 1:196. 6T:77,400-1. RH A3:239,443. A4:

THE WHOLE WORLD seemed to be on Board the Devil's and Maxwell's Train = but look a little Higher and there high above the Earth in an opposite DIRECTION = NO UNITY AT ALL! = was a little narrow Pathway and the 144,000 Philadelphians on it! This Vision was given in 1844 = when there was not one Seventh-day Adventist alive. At that time "ADVENT PEOPLE" or "THE GREAT ADVENT MOVEMENT" was the Wm. Miller Movement. See this Truth clearly admitted in INDEX - p.205. "ADVENT MOVEMENT" - 1843-4. THE PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH (GC 430) was BORN in 1844! And goes thru to the End. WTF 14,19. EW 15,30. These are both "THE ADVENT PEOPLE" and "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" who give the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" 1T:179. No big Army. Just a "COMPANY" which can be 100 to 300. We have that many now. As one drops out = two more come in. EW 69,271.

As the President of the Conference read these Truths = he frantically called for the Stenographer to the "PRESIDENT'S PAGE" or the SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE or whatever = as Ahab of Old who also loved a HARLOT = JEZEBEL! So to protect JEZEBEL-LAODICEA = he calls for all the Laodicean Hirelings = NOT to give a "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO the Laodiceans" but a "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY FROM the Laodiceans!" The SDA Ministers are to give the Straight Testimony TO themselves for if it comes from the OUTSIDE = it will have a "HAIL OF INVICTIVES" with it! -37-
Heaven's forbid! We cannot have that! God orders the "Men of God's appointment" to give the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the Laodiceans. PK 187. But Pierson will call on the men of his appointment = to do it. The ones who brought this Denomination to this sorry state of affairs, THEY will now CORRECT it? There is only ONE correction = "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" The WISE will do just that.

Especially when they have committed the UNPARDONABLE SIN = UNITING with the other Churches! in KEY '73.
"Go ye OUT to meet Him!" There is no other Answer. He will never, never, never = come in to that Church. 6T:408. (Never read in any SDA Church = READ IT! 6T:408. MB 37.)

WHAT HAS ALL THIS TO DO =
WITH THE SUBJECT OF CHRIST
OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS AND
CHARACTER-BUILDING = ???

It has EVERYTHING to do with it. It was their 1950 "LOVE-FEST" = which led to the "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE" Book of 1957 = ILLEGALLY NEVER approved by the General Conference in Session = but Railroaded thru the Autumn Council = which led to HMSR + RAA to stand on the Power-Pox Charismatic Tongues show in Seattle in 1962 = which led to the Harlot's desire to PLEASE her Paramours = that led to 1970 = and the Maxwell Book =

Many will say there are lots of Maxwell Books = what is one more or less? Why make a big ado about NOTHING? But do you realize WHEN that Book came out and WHY? WHY was it Featured on the largest Telecast Programme? WHY was it approved by all Book Committees? WHY was it printed by the Semi-Trailer TRUCK LOADS by the Pacific Union Press? WHY was it done in 1970?

JUST IN TIME = for Key '73! JUST IN TIME for Brinsmead and Wright to sign over to it in March + May of 1972! RIGHT AFTER the Autumn Council Resolution to teach "IN COMMON" with the Churches of BABYLON!

And the concerted ATTACK of the Popular + Common Churches always has been on the Point of "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" without the need of CHARACTER or SANCTIFICATION or going "ON TO PERFECTION!"

THE CHURCHES OF BABYLON want "JUSTIFICATION" just as I am without one plea = "I AM SAVED!" No WAITING for the verdict of the Court in Heaven = I will JUDGE myself = that "I AM SAVED!"
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"I AM SAVED!"

"Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE... Should NEVER be taught to SAY or to FEEL that they are SAVED. This is MISLEADING... They are UNPREPARED... Our only safety is in constant DISTRUST of self." COL 154-5.

"I AM SAVED!"

"No SANCTIFIED tongue will be found uttering these words till Christ shall come... NEVER DARE TO SAY, "I AM SAVED!" ... IGNORANCE + SELF-SUFFICIENCY go hand in hand... The WORK of SANCTIFICATION is the WORK of a LIFETIME... Every DEFECT of CHARACTER must be discerned." SM 1:314-7.

"The PHARISEE stood + prayed thus with HIMSELF" (Luke 18: 11); and his prayer reached no higher than HIMSELF." SM 2:313.

Once the Adventist accepts "I AM SAVED!" = what goes with it as the Babylonish Dominoes fall into place = IN COMMON? Since I am saved with no CHANGE, no CONVERSION, no WORKS, no SANCTIFICATION = why then = it must be by "FAITH" alone.

So the FROOMS, the ANDERSONS, and the HEPPENSTALLS = have been beating both Tom-Toms equally for 2 Decades!

Since YOU do not need to change, since God "LOVES" you as FILTHY as you are, as the SPURGEONS and the MOODIES taught = and as the BRISMEADIUMS ECHO =

How can we get by with this Fable? Simple. We will make God BLIND! He cannot see! Between us and God is Christ! So he sees Christ = and behind that Screen we can do ANYTHING with impunity! THAT = my friend = is BABYLON!

So the End of that Teaching = since we will not "CHANGE" = then God must "CHANGE!" He no longer honors His own LAW or OBEDIENCE or CHARACTER! In fact = (SAY! Here's a good one!) = why not let him "GIVE" us a "CHARACTER" when he comes - !!! SAY! That's a Dandy! That's a never Miss way of getting out of the Third Angel's Message and the need to "BUILD" a "CHARACTER!" Let's beat that one to Death over "FAITH FOR TODAY" and the "VOICELESS PROPHECY" and let TUCKER tuck us to Sleep with that one!

"So APOSTASY in the Church will prepare the way for the IMAGE to the BEAST!" GC 444.

"Faith and works go together, BELIEVING + DOING are BLENDED... The GOSPEL does not WEAKEN the CLAIMS of the LAW; it EXALTS the LAW." SM 1:373. -39-
"We will all be CHANGED" = when Christ comes!

Ah! Yes! That's in the Bible!

Well, yes! It took us 40 years to be able to Reply to that one. Apart from the Testimonies that say (and the BIBLE!) = that the BODY is "CHANGED" but NOT the NATURE-CHARACTER! 4T:429. 2T:355. SD 9. TM 235-6,455. 5T:466.

"We will all be CHANGED" = when Christ comes!

[1] Who is "WE" =
[2] And how many is "ALL" = ???

"ALL" that will be ALIVE when Christ comes - is 144,000!

"ALL" the FILTHY = will be DESTROYED = BEFORE Christ comes! Let us see how quick we can Prove that!

And if we can "PROVE" that = that puts an END to all the MAXWELL-BRINSMEAD Gabble about a CHANGE of CHARACTER by a MIRACLE when Christ-Messiah comes! For who can CHANGE a DEAD BODY? Especially one EATEN by the UNCLEAN BIRDS = the BUZZARDS of Rev.19:17-8?

[1] The SEALED Saints face the DEATH-DECREED Hour.
[2] The WICKED are there = ready to destroy them at MIDNIGHT. But the Lord has made a Promise = "He that LIVES by the Sword = shall DIE by the Sword."
[3] The Sun comes up, the Moon stands still. The Wicked are TERRIFIED at the Voice of God.EW 34.
[4] The "I AM SAVED!" mob = realize for the first Time = that "RIGHTOUSNESS" is not OUTWARD as the PHARISEES thought + as BRINSMEAD teaches = but which Christ CONDEMNED! Matt.23:24-28,33,38. "RIGHTeousNESS" must be IMPARTED - WITHIN!
[5] The Crew that come to slay the Saints, said:"Let the TARES grow up TOGETHER!" when anyone said too many TARES were in the Church. But what now = they will not allow them to grow up "TOGETHER" but seek to Slay them on the Spot! Because they are DIFFERENT! Now it is that "by their FRUITS ye shall KNOW them!" And they will be "REWARDED as their WORKS shall be!" All this they Know - too late! They were told it soone-r = but they would not Listen. Now they Listen = to the Voice of God = which is the Voice of Doom!
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[6] Now let us Listen to MAXWELL, and WRIGHT, and BRINSEMEAD, and HEPPENSTALL = as they all UNITE in 1972 = with GROTHEER chiming in = no Forces resident in the Body CHANGE till Christ shall come! And here the Voice of God announces this blessed Hour = when MAXWELL tells us all will "CHEER! and CHEER! and CHEER! They will be so HAPPY!" (MAXWELL p. 60.) This INSANE MOB will be "RESTORED" to "SANITY" by His "TOUCH!" (MAXWELL p. 78-9.) "NO ONE will be AFRAID of ANYTHING or ANYBODY!" (MAXWELL p. 82-3.) "We will ALL be CHANGED!" (MAXWELL p. 80 "A RADICAL CHANGE...as the REBEL GIVES UP!" (MAXWELL p. 94-5.) "Harmful HABITS...will be BROKEN, THEN and THERE. You will SUDDENLY become a NEW PERSON...all READY for a place in His KINGDOM!" (MAXWELL p. 94.)

[7] But somehow or other = neither the BIBLE nor the TESTIMONIES - read that Way! LONG BEFORE = "He that is FILTHY = let him remain FILTHY STILL!" And the Truth of God is that the SWORDS which were meant to Slay the Saints = somehow or other they do not WAIT for MAXWELL'S "CHRIST" to come = but start hacking each other to Pieces at-the-Voice-of-God! And the Part LEFT OUT of EW 48 = but found in PT 32. RH Al: 11 = (STARTING EVEN LONG BEFORE THE "VOICE OF GOD!") "Then the SLAIN of the Lord will be from one End of the Earth, to the other; they will not be lamented, gathered, nor buried; but their ill savour will come up from the Face of the whole Earth. THOSE ONLY WHO HAVE THE SEAL OF THE LIVING GOD, will be SHELTERED from the Storm of WRATH, that will soon fall on the heads of those who have REJECTED the TRUTH." In Hope, E.G. White. September, 1849.

[8] REMEMBER = the Wicked shall slay each other = and their Rage will be ESPECIALLY against the PREACHERS who led them astray. And why not? Did they not give them the ASSURANCE that their "CHARACTERS" would be "CHANGED" by a Miracle when Christ comes?

[9] Christ has not come yet = for the "VOICE OF GOD" gives the "DAY" and "HOUR" of His Coming. But they do not WAIT for that but seek out the MINISTERS and HACK them to pieces with "DREADFUL CURSES!" So be it. Good riddance of bad Rubbish! Should have known it sooner! EW 282. GC 656.

[10] NOW Christ comes! And what about those that are left and escape the Slaughter? "A fiery stream shall issue + come forth from BEFORE Him." which shall DEVOUR the Adversaries! PP 101,103,110,169,339. SG 3:82 Sop 1:82-4. Sop 3:194. Sop 4:474. -41-
"Thus God will DESTROY the WICKED from off the Earth."

So we will "ALL BE CHANGED?" = WHO is the "ALL" = it is only the 144,000 that will be alive. And they are NOT Laodiceans but Philadelphians. NOT=ONE=LAODICEAN=WILL=BE=SEALED!

NOT=ONE=LAODICEAN=WILL=BE=SEALED! This is the Statement made by Sr. L.G.Haworth, 10398 Ave. 25½ CHOWCHILLA, Calif. 93610. As she asks: "Is this not correct?"

WE CAN PROVE THAT IN 5 SENTENCES =

[1] There is a 10 Virgin Parable = RIGHT? The LAST CHURCH!
[2] There is a MIDNIGHT CRY. "Go ye OUT to meet Him!"
[3] This Cry comes from OUTSIDE the 10 Virgin Church.
[4] This is a mysterious before unheard of "PROCESSION."
[5] That the WISE "JOIN" = that word is there! COL 406.

QUESTION = If they are WISE enough to JOIN another MOVE=MENT = are they by any stretch of the Imagination = still SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS?? They are NOT!!! They are (as Brother Watts would say:) "BEAUTIFUL PHILADELPHIA!"

Who come from 12 Tribes - not just ONE Tribe!
Who come from ALL the World! At their "NUMBERING" = the SEALING stops DEAD! "The Saints were NUMBERED and SEALED. Then I saw Jesus...throw down the Censer..."IT IS DONE."...EVERY CASE had been decided...every Jewel NUMBERED." EW 279,280.

Tell the HEPPENSTALLS and the GROTHEERS and the AL FRIENDS = that the "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE" cannot be "NUMBERED."
But Probation closes with a "NUMBERING!" of 144,000.EW 37.

This is all fully covered in "MY FIRST VISION." Read it.

Now the Most Holy Place is CLOSED! Probation is OVER!
LONG before Christ comes! Long before any "VOICE OF GOD!"
7 Plagues before. So how does the Church get the Awakening to UNITE with them + the MAXWELL BOOK - that PROBATION is OPEN when Christ comes! OPEN for WHOM? When ALL are DEAD = but the 144,000! Who will "ALL" be Changed = not in CHARACTER but in BODY. As anyone knows.

Except those who listen to the Awakening that awaken NOTHING! -42-
This AWAKENING came to America = O you poor BLIND LAODICANS!

With the Gabble that you will find "Christ" OUTSIDE the Heavenly Sanctuary! In the alleged "OUTER COURT!" That there you will be given something called: "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH!" RDB-ADA 41.

So many liked this so well = Leslie Hardinge handed it to you in the GC Session = R&H. June 19, 1970. p.9,10.

You people are supposed to be Seventh-day Adventists. I never yet heard ONE Adventist nor ONE Reformer = object to that "OUTER COURT" or "FIRST APARTMENT" GABBLE not ONE around this World! [ADDENDUM: COTTRELL DID!]

BLIND = DEAF = and really VERY DUMB! EW 48,104,111,113.

I do not know where it started = but the GABBLE has it that Sins MUST be "FORGIVEN" in the "FIRST APARTMENT" ONLY! It seems NOT ONE WRITER around the World has replied to that one, either! Oh! That BRAIN-WASHING TECHNIQUE by FROOM = not to "CRITICIZE" nor "FIND FAULT" with him or his Lackeys = worked MARVELOUSLY WELL!

Well then - try to OBEY him - and do not "FIND FAULT!" with this:

"The END of the 2300 days in 1844...FORGIVENESS of sins was offered to men through the intercession of Christ in=the=Most=Holy." GC 429,430.

The Key to Salvation is found in the Forgiveness of Sins
No Forgiveness of Sins = no Salvation, no Righteousness, no Robe, no Perfection, no Character, no NOTHING = !!!

The PHARISEE who thought he knew everything about it = knew NOTHING about it. "The PUBLICANS and the HARLOTS go into the Kingdom = BEFORE YOU!"

So let us tread carefully about WHERE sins are Forgiven. Or WHEN or HOW. As Luther found = they are NOT FORGIVEN in that Big Cathedral or at that Big Camp-Meeting, how the Pharisee Church-Leaders will HATE this one:
"Go into thy Closet and shut to the Door" and the Lord will hear you = IN SECRET! No Church needed!

In the Field, in the Barn = the Lord will hear you!
But He will NOT hear you = OUTSIDE of the Most Holy.

"Jesus is in His holy Temple + will NOW accept our sacrifices, our prayers, and our CONFESSIONS of faults and SINS and will pardon ALL the transgressions of Israel, that they may be BLOTTED OUT BEFORE He leaves the Sanctuary. When Jesus LEAVES the Sanctuary, THEN they who are Holy + Righteous will be Holy + Righteous still; for all their sins will THEN be blotted out, and they will=be=Sealed with the SEAL of the living God... Therefore what is done to rescue souls from the coming Storm of Wrath must be done BEFORE Jesus leaves the Most Holy Place of the Heavenly Sanctuary." EW 48.

Is this a Special Message or is this NOT a Special Message?

For one who came to America beating his Drums + his Gums, for the "OUTER COURT" = this is all DARKNESS to him. But what he has = is all DARKNESS to us.

"We must send up our Petitions IN FAITH within the SECOND VEIL + let our FAITH take hold of the promised BLESSING and claim it as ours. We are then to BELIEVE that we RECEIVE the BLESSING, because our FAITH has hold of it, and according to the Word it is ours...Here is FAITH = naked FAITH." EW 72.

"As they BY FAITH = ENTER the Most Holy = they find Jesus...These MESSAGES were represented to me as an ANCHOR to the people of God. Those who understand and receive them will be KEPT from being swept away by the many DELUSIONS of Satan." EW 254-6.

CHANGED from ORIGINAL as found in SG 1:166. There it is much more PERSONAL and BLESSED:
"And as INDIVIDUALS receive + understand them, they are SHIELDED against the many DELUSIONS of Satan." SG 1:166.

USELESS PRAYERS AND OFFERINGS.
The Hoehn Research Library is accused + condemned for "Dealing in the NEGATIVE" = and "only finding Fault."

Well, Sir = it is about Time that somebody "FOUND FAULT" with "USELESS PRAYERS + OFFERINGS" = because it sure is going to be one sickening "AWAKENING" when they find their TITHEs and OFFERINGS and PRAYERS = were all USELESS and not only USELESS but a CURSE!
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Do you want to know about D.L. Friend’s "USELESS" Prayers? Do you want to know about R.D. Brinsmead’s "USELESS" outer Court? Do you want to know about F.T. Wright’s "USELESS" Holy Flesh Doctrine? Do you want to know about COTTRELL being relegated into LIMBO = because he was the only one who ATTACKED the "USELESS AWAKENING" on the Question of the "USELESS" Worship OUTSIDE of the Most Holy Place?

HERE IT IS =

"The ENEMIES of the "PRESENT TRUTH" have been trying to OPEN the Door of the Holy Place, that Jesus has SHUT, and to CLOSE the Door of the Most Holy Place, which He OPENED in 1844...SATAN is NOW using every device in this SEALING TIME to keep the minds of God’s people FROM the "PRESENT TRUTH" and to cause them to waver...I saw that Satan was working their AGENTS...through MINISTERS...to believe a LIE that they might be DAMNED." EW 43-4.

Read on in that same Reference to see that when the SEALING TIME comes = and they worship OUTSIDE of the Most Holy Place = they will receive the "POWER" of Demons! This is just how Important this Subject is.

Send for "EXORCISM PACKET" sent ONLY to those on the List or who Write. No others. They are now on the way to get the "POWER" = OUTSIDE of the Most Holy Place.

ANN DEMICHAEL LETTER =
2924 Penny Lane, Youngstown, Ohio. 44515. Nov. 13, 1975.

Dear Br. Hoehn:

Reason fixed up an old milk truck...had someone drive him to California. There the driver left him = truck and all...Reason was about dead. He was given a colonic to revive him. He was at Blakes for a while. Blake ordered him off the place...Chris felt sorry for him...They came East...Then a voice told Reason to come and see Ann DeMichael...Reason is 90 years old... (Blake Center now all broken up = ANOTHER ONE!) (Did the Adventists get in there = ALSO?)

Reason was going to New York to meet a man. And then they were to contact a man in Jerusalem who would come to N.Y. and tell Reason who the 10 Tribes of Israel are. The enclosed letters...will tell you how it turned out. Plus other fool notions and dreams going on in his head now.

Al Friend in his last LIBERATOR now believes himself to be giving the "FINAL ELIJAH MESSAGE!" (What! another one?
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MORE HORSE FEATHERS =

And the Ministry magazine with their insert, WHICH VERSION TODAY? — The Bible Research office of the Gen. Conference are the underwriters. They too want the popularized version of the Bible. So they are crowding out the King James Version to make way for the New International Version.

And we saw where in the Ohio Book Center at Mount Vernon they had their shelves stacked with THE LIVING BIBLE. Well, they buy and sell other questionable things of the World — so why not The Living Bible.

I have been looking but can't find it (or did I send it on to you?) The Columbia Visitor has a full page write up on the different ones that were to be present at Blue Mountain Academy in Hamburg, Pennsylvania. This was sometime in the fall of this year. And guess who was to be featured? None other than BOB LARSON!

With Christian Regards,
Ann.

[It is going to be Hard for all of you to Remember that the Canadian Postal Strike has been on for a Month = and even after it is over = it may take more than another Month to get Mail now tied up.]

THE DRIVE FOR POWER — !!!

BOB LARSON is a Master Psychologist. "SATAN...has transformed himself into an angel of light + is deceiving THOUSANDS and leading them captive. The advantage he takes of the SCIENCE of the human mind, is tremendous. Here, SERPENTLIKE, he imperceptibly creeps in...The SCIENCES of phrenology, PSYCHOLOGY, and MESMERISM are THE CHANNEL through which he comes more directly to this generation and works with that POWER which is to characterize his efforts near the Close of Probation...in them that perish...that they should believe a Lie; that they ALL might be DAMNED who believed not the Truth, but had pleasure in UNRIGHTEOUSNESS." Satan has come in through these Sciences..." 1T:290. SG 4:80,47. Under the Title of: "PHILOSOPHY AND VAIN DECEIT."

'Some...Adventists...used MESMERISM to gain adherents, and the people would REJOICE in this INFLUENCE for they thought it was the Holy Ghost." EW 44. "I saw that mysterious SIGNS + WONDERS and FALSE REFORMATIONS would INCREASE and SPREAD...their SALVATION is PAST." EW 45. -46-
As Pierson of Washington was hit by a Lightning Bolt in Key '73 = so the UNSEEN WATCHER sent BELSHAZZAR to also inquire "WHAT WENT WRONG?" = "His wild cry rang out in the assembly, calling upon the ASTROLOGERS, the CHALDEANS and the SOothSAYERS to read the Writing.(on the Wall.)... But to no avail was his appeal to his trusted advisers... Heavenlywisdom cannot be bought or sold." PK 527.

"Even their Prayers are an ABOMINATION!" [In the 1st. Apt

"The subject of the Sanctuary was the KEY...clearer LIGHT came...NOW was seen...THE CHURCH at this time... (Rev.3:7, PHILADELPHIA in 1844. THE OPEN DOOR CHURCH! "I have set before thee an OPEN DOOR, and no man can SHUT it." Even-if-all-our-leading-men should refuse Light + Truth, that DOOR will still remain OPEN. The Lord will raise up MEN (not Daisy Meyers!) MEN who will give the people the MESSAGE for this time." TM 107.)

"The Subject of the Sanctuary was the KEY...but those who REJECT the LIGHT that brings to view this work of ministration are-not-benefited-thereby. The Jews who rejected the LIGHT...were LEFT in TOTAL DARKNESS, to continue the USELESS sacrifices & offerings..."Your house is LEFT unto you DESOLATE." Matt. 23:38. (No good Laodicean "Jew" want to be told his "Jerusalem" will be left "Desolate" = so they attack all this as being "too Harsh!" = "too Critical!" = "Preach unto us SMOOTH things!" THE PREACHERS will have a lot to answer for = going around Sniveling, and Scraping, and Begging your Pardon, and Smoothing out the Doctrine to suit the Itching Ears. And they expect us to play that same Game also. Their rage knows no bounds when we fail to thus Bow before them as the Effeminate ministry does. Generation of Scorpions!)

"...that they all might be damned who believed not the Truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness." As they reject the Teachings of his word, God WITHDRAWS his Spirit, and LEAVES them to the Deceptions which they LOVE." 1884 SoP 4:268-271.

We are talking about RIGHTEOUSNESS =
We are talking about JUSTIFICATION imputed =
but as already clearly seen = NONE of this comes OUTSIDE of the Truth = nor OUTSIDE of the Sanctuary =
if they drop the Truth = God drops them right there.
While the False Prophets are making Salvation as EASY as they know how - saving as MANY as they can = making BROA the Way =
"We shall encounter false claims; FALSE PROPHETS will arise' there will be FALSE DREAMS + FALSE VISIONS; but preach the Word, be not drawn away from the Voice of God in His Word. Let nothing divert the mind. The wonderful, the marvelous, will be represented + presented. Through satanic delusions, wonderful MIRACLES, the claims of human agents will be urged. BEWARE OF ALL THIS...

(BOB LARSON THE HEALER + EXORCISER OF ADVENTIST DEMONS)
"We must not trust the CLAIMS of men. They may, as Christ represents, PROFESS to work MIRACLES in healing the sick. Is this marvelous, when-just-behind-them stands the great deceiver, the MIRACLE WORKER who will yet bring down FIRE in the sight of men?" SM 2:48-9. 1894.

MORE POWER!
"I saw one after another LEAVE the Company who were praying to Jesus in the HOLIEST, and go and join those before (the vacated, empty) Throne, and they AT ONCE received the unholy influence of Satan." 1946 BROADSIDE.

"Satan appeared to be by the Throne, trying to carry on the work of God. I saw them look up to the Throne, and pray,"Father, give us Thy Spirit." Satan would then breathe upon them an unholy INFLUENCE; in it there was LIGHT and much POWER, but no sweet love, joy, and peace." EW 56.

"They can see NO LIGHT in the Third Angel's Message, which shows the way INTO the Most Holy Place. I saw that as the Jews CRUCIFIED Jesus, so the nominal (RDB) Churches had CRUCIFIED these Messages, and therefore they have no knowledge of the way INTO the Most Holy, and they CANNOT-BE-BENEFITED by the intercession of Jesus there. LIKE THE JEWS, who offered their USELESS sacrifices, they off-up their USELESS PRAYERS..."

Alright - are you an Adventist? Are you one who has been Hood-winked into believing Sins must be Forgiven in the FIRST APARTMENT? Is this Reference the Answer? Not only are such prayers USELESS = but there they receive the POWER of DEMON-CONTROL! This is the Truth.

USELESS PRAYERS.
"...they offer up their USELESS prayers to the apartment which Jesus has LEFT; and Satan, PLEASED with the (RDB) Deception, assumes a religious character, and leads the minds of these professed Christians to himself...his SIGNS + LYING WONDERS." EW 261. -48-
Surely we have proven our Point. You talk about "JUSTIFICATION" by Faith = you talk about "RIGHTEOUSNESS" being "IMPUTED" = listen = NOTHING is "IMPUTED" = no SINS are even FORGIVEN = all Prayers are an "ABOMINATION" = outside of the Most Holy Place.

That is to say = IF we believe the Testimonies and not Robert Daniel Brinsmead and his Ilk such as Wrong Wright Who are well on the Road to Perdition. One has to be afraid of their "Repentance" = for in 1972 Fred Wrong admitted he was WRONG for 17 years = but then what happened? The one Devil went OUT - and 7 more came IN! So be it. This was all Predicted by the Pen of Ellen G. White in minute detail. That they would throw in the Sponge and look for "CHARACTER-NATURE CHANGE" when Christ-Messiah comes! Which is the Dogma in that Maxwell Book. Did Sr. White speak about that = ???

**AGE-TO-COME MAXWELL**

"..the pernicious sentiments of the Age-to-Come...When Jesus rises up in the Most Holy Place, and lays off His mediatorial garments, and clothes Himself with the garments of vengeance...the work for sinners will be DONE...

"All will be tested BEFORE Jesus leaves His position in the Most Holy Place...

"Many entertain the view that PROBATION is granted AFTER Jesus leaves His work as mediator in the Most Holy apartment. This-is-the-sophistry-of-Satan...

"Those who LOVE the World, and whose minds are CARNAL + at ENMITY with God, will FLATTER themselves that a period of PROBATION will be granted AFTER Christ appears in the clouds of Heaven. The CARNAL heart, which is so averse to submission + obedience, will be deceived with this PLEASING VIEW...will remain in CARNAL SECURITY...

"If they are DOERS of the Word...they will not fail to PERFECT Christian CHARACTER." 2T:690-4.

**ROASTED ADVENTISTS - BUZZARD BAIT.**

Those too Proud to admit their SIN of Falling for the Outer Court and First Apartment Sophistry = or the Maxwell "AGE-TO-COME" Theory = and who reject this Light because it does not PLEASE them enough = so they go back to funneling $500.00 a Year to the Popular Tradition we have a word for such Scum =
SAILING - SAILING - over the Bounding Main = !!!

"When the professed people of God are uniting with the World, living as they live, and joining with them in forbidden pleasure; when the luxury of THE WORLD becomes the luxury of THE CHURCH; when the marriage Bells are Chiming = and all are looking forward to many years of worldly prosperity, then, SUDDENLY as the Lightning flashes from the Heavens, (ask Pierson how SUDDEN that is!) will come the END of their BRIGHT VISIONS and delusive Hopes." GC 338-9. DA 379, 383, 577.

"THERE NEVER WILL BE A TIME in the History of THE CHURCH when God's worker can fold his hands and be at ease, saying, "All is Peace + Safety." Then it is that SUDDEN destruction cometh...The contest will wax more and more fierce...the great controversy will wax stronger and stronger, and will become more + more determined...TRUTH in its varied phases will be in conflict with ERROR in its ever-varying, increasing forms, and which, if possible, will deceive the very elect...The Ministry, the Pulpit, and the Press = demand men like Caleb, who will do + dare, men whose eyes are single to detect the TRUTH from ERROR." TM 407. B2:23.

"The man (not Christ!) at the Helm had mistaken the Beacon Light." "And with the Ship they sank= to rise = no more!" SM 2:12 (No WILL ROSS a+ ing! NEVER! more!}
You know we do not have the "RIGHT SPIRIT" = thus PROVING that you know what the "RIGHT SPIRIT" is = because YOU have it! Yet you admit = Tongue in Cheek = that we are Right = (for if you did not ADMIT that = you would be Duty-Bound to PROVE where we are WRONG = which you cannot do = so you take the easy way out = "HOEHN HAS THE TRUTH ALRIGHT = but he has the WRONG SPIRIT!")

I want to tell you Adventist + Reform Leader 2 things:
(1) YOU take this "TRUTH" and re-write it in the "RIGHT SPIRIT!". I have made this Challenge to 100. Even offered to PRINT it for them WITHOUT our Name. NOT ONE has taken me up yet.
(2) Therefore you care NOTHING for Souls. Then why should God care about you? Why should you not be ROASTED ALIVE by the Fiery Stream issuing before Christ when He comes? ROASTED ADVENTISTS! BUZZARD BAIT! Refused the Lord's Last Supper Invitation = now go to ye RICH men = to Feed the Unclean Birds of the Apocalypse.

"Woe to the bloody City, to the Pot whose SCUM is therein, and whose SCUM is not gone OUT of it!...her great SCUM went not forth OUT of her: her SCUM shall be in the FIRE!"

PHILADELPHIA - CINDERELLA.
Ever beheld a Drama in which a raggedly Girl was taken off the Street and Tutored + Trained in Mannerisms and Etiquette to act the Part of a Princess = ???

This is Justification by Faith. Justification takes her off the Street and behind a Screen = where she is Washed, Brushed, Robed, and "Prepared as a Bride" in all her Finery. To behold her emerging from behind that Screen = is a Joy to all in the Day of Celebration. This is passing the Test. This is Sanctification. Work on it. Make a Preparation for that Great Day. There is no other Way.

How thankful we are for the Honor and the Privilege of bringing you this Light in this Darkest Hour of World's History. We thank those who stood by us and bought the Press and Paper Stock. May the Days ahead be a Reward to you. Stay by your Convictions. Remain True as the Needle to the Pole.

CASSETTE TAPES = write to Ann DeMichael, 2924 Penny Lane, Youngstown, Ohio 44517. 60 minutes = $2.00. 90 minutes = $3.00. FREE to contributors. Or ask for FREE LOAN....
Israel went down = that Unholy Land =
Because of it's Leaders = and, what they Planned =
Without God and without Hope = their Victory Ship =
A Worm-eaten Boat = beneath the Depths did Slip =
Will History be Repeated = (of Jerusalem that is) =
As we follow our Leaders = who go Amiss =
There is a Way out = give them not a Dime =
Not another Penny = to Fool us the Second Time!

Piersen steers Left = then he steers Right =
That will never do - in the Hour of Midnight =
Just goes to show you = in the Steering Room =
With such a Mad Pilot = the End is certain Doom!

"GOING THROUGH!" he said - he said it real Well =
I wonder if he meant = going thru "to Hell!!"
(R&H. Aug.1, 1893. RH A3:69.)
They had good Warning = that was Key '73 =
They sure failed that Time = all the World could see =

So did KD+A = when they tried to go Thru =
They found that Prophecy = was only too True =
BLOT OUT the Life-Boats = from that Laodicean Line =
They never do make it - it was Written all the Time!